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ABSTRACT
This study tests three aspects of the problem of

validity of contrastive analysis as a means for predicting errors or
problems for second language learners: the constancy of
foreign-language errors, the objectivity of the methods and
procedures of contrastive analysis, and the capacity of contrastive
analysis to make accurate predictions. Japanese students learning
English provide the material for the investigation. The report
contains details on the language testing and language sampling
devices, the pattern of Japanese errors, and the four contrastive
analyses used to predict difficulty. Statistical data on the success
of the predictions are presented. The study concludes that the
present state of contrastive analysis is inadequate, but wIth further
research into the theory of interference contrastive analysis could
play an important role in the theory of problem causation. A list of
references is included. Appendixes present specific details on the
construction of the experiment. vno
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CHAPTER I. SUMMARY

The purpose of this project, pursuant to contract number
OEC-0-70-5046 (823) with the Office of Education, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, was to examine and evaluate
the capacities of certain contrastive analyses of Japanese
and English to predict errors in English on the part of Jap-
anese who are learning English. It fell also within the
scope of this project to determine whether or not the nature
of second-language errors is such that an 'ideal' contrastive
analysis could fruitfully be expected to predict them.

The following procedures were involved:

1. Construction of two tests of English: the Language
Sampling Device (LSD), a Cloze-procedure test, and
the Language Sampling Test (LST), a multiple-choice
test.

2. Administration of both tests to approNimately 4000
Japanese students in sixteen groups - ten groups
of tenth graders spread throughout Japan, and the
seventh through twelfth grades of one school. Also,
to approximately 200 fourth grade students in
several elementary schools in Wyoming.

3. Computer analysis of the test results to determine
the relationships the different Japanese groups
awl the relationships between the Japanese and
Wyoming groups.

4. Extraction of predictions of difficulty on the tests
from four contrastive analyses.

5. Computer analysis of the relationship between the
performance data and the predictions.

The significant findings may be summarized as follows:

Of the four analyses, none was capable of predicting
Japanese performance on the tests, at least in terms of the
analyses themselves. Only one analysis achieved results at
a significant level (but sporadic and minor), but then only
if the predictive system were "reversed" - i.e., if the
predictive hierarchy of difficulty were reversed.

y-;
Analysis of the data reveals that there is a very high

level of commonality in the problems that the Japanese
students had on the tests, and that, furthermore, there is
a strong suggestion,that the native language of the students
may play a considerable role in this commonality. This,



coupled with the negative findings given above, indicates
that the present state of contrastive analysis is inadequate,
but with furthe± research into the theory of interference,
contristive analysis could play an important role In the
thie-crY of problem causatton.

st,
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..CHAPTER ',I .IIITRODUCTION:'

2.0 "Contrastive analysis" is basically a cover term for
any study which examines phenomena from two languages in
terms of a common paradigm. As such, 'contrastive analysis
is a necessary tool for the advancement of linguistic
theory, since, in essence, linguistic theories are either
developed from the point of view of adequacy in explaining
facts in several languages, or,,, if developed in terms of
one language, must be texted for adequacy on other lan-
guages. In either case, contrastive analysis is employed
in a general sense of the term. In a bore'specilic sense,
however, contrastive analysis is understood to be a form
of' analysis by which, language-learning problems are iso-
lated, as a function of-the differences in the way the
languages work. In this project, contrastive analysis in
this latter, more specific-`meaning, will be evaluated.

2.1 The Dis ute over Contrastive Studies.

The background of thi's study is rich in evidence that
the theoretical bases of contrastive analysis are themselves
in dispute.'

With the development of the more or less independent
field of applied'linguisticg; and the 'linguistic' methods
of teaching foreign languages, contrastive anal*ses of tWo
languages began 'to play-an important role' in' the'develop-
ment of materials for second,language teaching. Ferguson
(in Moulton 1962,' v) for example, expresSes the attitude
toward the usefulness of tontrastive studies 'that isleld'
by a number of tingUistS.

-"The Center for Applied Ling,4istics, in under-
faking-this series of Studies [The Contrastive
'Structure Series] has acted'on the conviction
held by many linguistS;...that one ,of-the major
problems in the learning of a second language
is the interference cadsed by the structural
differenceS-betWeen the native language of the,
learner and the second language. A natural COn
sequence of this conviction is the belief that
a carefulA contrastiVe 'analysis of the two lan-
guages dffers an excellent basi's for' the pre=
paration of instructional materials. .1."'"

1A11 comment's -arr e directed.fo Syntactic Contrasts, al-
, . .

though most- discussion is also' applica le to phon logical
contras ts-.-



To a certain extent, it even appears that such studies
are the most important contribution that linguists make to
foreign language teaching. Wilga Rivers (1964, 14) states,

"Careful scientific analysis of contrasts.'..is
of course the distinctive contribution of the
lingu_ist-ic scientists."

The works of ,Robert Lado (1957, 1961) set the pattern
for many of the ensuing contrastive analyses. This early
pattern might be characterkzed as involving:

(a) a. strong emphasis on surface structure differences,

(b) the, prediction of 'difficulty', sometimes specific
!errors', on the part of the language learner,

(c) the optional erection of a hierarchy of difficulty.

This type of output became,the basis for the selection and
organization of the content of a number of-language teaching
materials,,such-as those by Lado and Fries .(1958) and by
Paul Roberts (196371965); Many .contrastive analyses them-
selves give explicit directions as to how to implementl the
analytic findings in the classroom (such as Stockwell, 1965).

,.
More recently, as a result of the development of the

transformational-generative school of linguistic theory,
eontrastiVe,Janalyses have,continued to flourish (especially
in the form of Ph.D.- dissertations) but with an increasing
focus on the transformational structures of,the languages
rather than,:the-surface structures. Dingwall (1964) may_be
considered one of the earliest theoreticians of transfor-
mationally based contrastive linguistics, and certainly
one of the most rigidlyrtransformational: His focus is un-
remittingly on:the underlying structures of the.-,two languages.
Stockwell .(1965), on the other hand, represents a.,,way-station
between the pUrely structural and th6 Purely transformational
approaches . While his basic philosophy is that of the gen-
erative grammarian, Stockwell's operational criteria in es-
tablishing a i'hierArchy of difficulty include surface struc-
ture phdnomena.

In general; the .advent ,of 'generative-linguistics did
not itself lead:to a loss in confidence-in contrastive
studies. Of course,. it _did lead, to argument as to the
greater effectiveness of-contrasting languages described
one way versus the other.

Some (but certainly not all) of the contrastive analyses
were tested in one may or another. Klein/ans (1959) and
Jackson (1970), 'for example, ineluded extensive tests which



supported their respective predicted hierarchies. Stockwell
(1965) and Hashimoto (1966) , on the other hand, did not.1
It can be claimed, in any case, that any supporting tests
were designed to find those problems that were predicted,
and so might be biased in favor of the analysis. Then, too,
many of the tested analyses were quite limited in scope -
Kleinjans to noun-head modification patterns, Jackson to
middle adverb patterns - that even if their tests were
adequate, it is difficult to generalize the value of their
approaches to other areas of the language. The empirical
validity of contrastive analysis has not been conclusively
demonstrated in any case.

2.2 The Attack
Studies.

Parallel to the continuing deVelopment of contrasive
analyses, there has been a swelling theoretical attack on
the linguistic foundations of contrastive studies.

One of these attacks (cf. Ritchie 1967) is that the
linguistic strueti4res of one language cannot be sensibly
compared- to those of another unless the two are cloely
related. In principle, this argument follows from an as-
sumptio'n that it makes little sense to talk about transfer
and interference when the structures concerned are grossly
disparate (as between unrelated lanivages) , whereas when
the structural sytems are grossly similar, then points of
difference may become signiA.icant.2

Another attaek ,is that the methodology of contrastive
analysis represents a vast --and quite uncharted-- leap
from the, hYpothetical psychological problems of a second
language learner to the linguistic mechanisMs involVed in
mapping one linguistie structure onto another (cf. Ritchie,
1967).. Wardhaugh (1970) goes so far as to state that con-
trastive theory makes "impossible demands" on linguistic
theory.

Finally, the most common negative view is that con-
trastive analysis should not be predictive but explanatory,

on the Linguistic Foundations of Ccntrastive

...,Stockwell (1968) claims that his hierarchy was derived
empirically 'and -not theoretically, so perhaps testing is
obviate'd in favor of his experience.

2This parallels the argument that Jakobovits (1970)
raises conce,fning the use of the nat.,ive language in teaching
:,.reted or.:Uiirelated 'target



if it is to have any function at all (cf. Carroll, 1968,
et al.). As Gradman (1971) says

"It is only proper to argue for the relegation of
contrastive analysis to a broader th.eory of error
analysis, and indeed only a. subcomponent of that
theory."

2.3 The Attack on the Psychological Foundations of Con-
ies.trastive Stu

The psychological foundations of contrastive studies
are no less questioned.

The concept of interference has its psychological
home in the work first reported by Osgood (1949) as rep-
resented specifically in the "transfer surface" iFig. 2.1).

The transfer surface was interpreted to illustrate
two principles governing the transfer of learning from one
learning operation to the next.

(1) As the similarity of the two stimuli decreases,
transfer (of any kind) approaches zero - i.e., there is
less and less effect of the first learning on the second.

(2) As the similarity of the two responses decreases,
the amount of transfer decreases (ultimately to negative
transfer, Or interference).

Kleinjans (1959) actually set out to test the validity
of the transfer principles in his contrastive study of Jap-
anese and English. In fact, one of hi-sr assumptions in this
task was the validity_of,the contrastive analysis. In his
study, he encountered the most significant problem in re-
liting the mOdel of transfer to linguistic data: defining
stimuli and responses in terms of natural language.

In the way that the transfer model was derived,'two
tasks were related. Task 1 involved learning a particular
response 1 to a particular stimulus 1, and TaSk 2 involved
learning response 2 to 'stimulus 2. In thd'EiiFircal ex-
pertment, one set of subjects was given both tasks in se-
quence, and another set of subjects was given Task 2 alone.
The two groups' rates of learning Task 2 were compared, and
any difference between the two groups was attribUted to the
effect of the' former group's havint Previously 16arned Task 1.

In a second languaglearning situation, Task 1 is pre-
suied to be the learning of the students's natIVT-Ting.uage,
and Task 2 the learning Of ihe target language. -Cgo-real
control group is available, unless one conceives of the



Si

(from Kleinans, p. 214.)

.11,er-tical dimension: amount of:transfer,,Ilith neutral -transfer
; represented by .the,plane (0). .

.

_.

Left-tb-ritht: ambUnt of Shift in RESPONSE similarity, frbm
. _ _

R,6S-obnseidentity .(.Ri)._to Response 'antagonibm (Re:).
:

'.Front-to-back: ampUrit.bf-Shift in ,STIMULUS'siMilarity, from
StimUlus identity,(Si). to Stimulus antagonism:(Sa).'

Point (a) is the point of maximum positive transfer (facilitation)
and po4nt (b) is the point of maximum negative transfer,
(interference).

-:



control group as 'being the native speakers of the target
language, and in this case, it must "be further assumed
that first and second language 'learning ±Avolve the -sametype of learning, an assumption that is hotly disputed in
modern psychology) .

In any case, the specificity of stimulus and response
is .lost to ,a great 'degree .in latiguage'.- Where Osgdod (and
others working with the transfer model) worked with speCi-
fiable stimuli and responses , Kleinjans (and Others at-
tempting to impose this model on language learning) was
forced to adopt rather vague definitions for both stimUlus
and response. In his model of production, for e2cample ,

a stimulus, wa seeh to be a: meaning that the speaker
wished- to express, and the respOnse 'was the, expression of
that meaning. Kleinjaris:'then 'pbsited that he could 'usefully
s tudy cases for:, which the desired meanings (stimuli), in the
two languages- were the 'same, sUch that difficulty would B,e
a function df the differente inthe expressions' .(responses)
in, the, two languages .(cf. the second- transfer principle above)

The 1Cleilljans and Jackson studies are not the only two
syntactic s tudiesr which attempt to ma.ice 'ci.irect use of this
model of tranfer. Politzer (1960) 'refers to "interference"
as a ,general concept without relating it to any specific
model, but ,in a later. wOrk- (Politier, 1.965) , he refers'
directly' to the . model 'discussed abo.i*' Other studies make
no reference to .interferenteat allVpreSumably making it
axiomatic that 'structural difference'S 'lead to language
learning: difficulty. .

Whatever Its merits with respect to language learning,the Osgood model of transfer 'is -,rooted in the ge4eral belay-
(Yr, a+
ne Osgood model of transfer is tnntglA in *714/ fr4111 11°""'u Lca.%..0 Lie Lween -Crie structural-and the_ generative linguis ts ,

there is 'a growing school of Psy6hologists who have rejected
the behaviorist model in favor of a cognitive model as ap-
plied at, least to the processes of language learning. Cog-
nitive psychologists , as they reject the behav*oral model,
reject also the transfer model 'as not being apprdpriate to
the language learning situation. No cognitive model of

11t is interesting to 'note that Kleinjans perceived the
. .

desired meaning (the stimulus) as being indepenuent of the
variable MEANING, one of the descripiors of an expression.
Jackson . (1970) , on the other hand, ,saw the -4ariable MEANING
and the stimultis as being -identical, with a resulting hier-

.archy that differed markedly from Kleinjans' .



control group as being the native speakers of the target
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as a general concept without relating it to any specific
model, but in a' later. work (Politzer, 1965) , he refers
directly to the model discussed aboire'. Other studies make
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reject .also the transfer model as not being appropriate tothe language learning situation. No cognitive model of

'
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interference has been suggested to replace the transfer
model, with the result ,that contrastive analysis has been
bereft of its psychological basis (such as it was) in the
eyes of most contemporary psycholinguists.

With psychologists denying the psychological validity
of interference, and with ,linguists denying the linguistic
validity of the structural-difference/difficulty axiom,

. .

one can see why contrastive analysis should be in such
dubious straits.

PRIP°se of n11_2'1121E.

It, iflould appeAr, then, that there is a need-for,an
objective study of the validity.of contrastive Analysis as
a_means for predicting errors or . problems:forsetond' language
learners,. The'investigitors PrOPOsed,to -test three asPecs
of It47,..problem of ,validity:. the:constancy.of foreign-
langUage_errors, the..obiectivity of:.the..methdds and,proct-
Aures of.ContrastiVe analysis,.and thecapaCitY of- contras-
tive analyses fo 'make accurate predictions.

TO test the,cOnstancy of.foreign-language errors,the
investigators c011e'cted a sample of the English' syntactic
usage of groupsLof Japanese students. These ,groups consisted
of Japanete 14110,weie leOming English under varying condi-
tionsOf time ,and ipace41, i.e., different levels of study,
teachers, textbooks., ,geographical artas, socio-economic back-
grounds, etc. The inveStigators then.determined whether or
not there was any significant difference in-the patterns of
responses between and within these groups.

TO test 'the objectivity of,the methods and procedures
of contrattive analysiS, the investigators attemptedito
eictract,IrOi certain contrastive analyses preddctions of
dif#culty.ffor specified test itemsgto determine to what
degree idle procedures' of the analyses are objective and con-

.sistent.
To test the capacity of contrastive analyses to make

accurdte predictions, the investigators gathered the predic-
tions frOM selected contrastive analyses based on differing
models of language description and/or differing methods of
contrastive analysis, and compared these predictions with the
errors found in,the sample of Japanese Erglish performance.4

The output of ,this study is a:set of indices which are
Used to eval4te a-given con:trastive analysis in terms of its
kedictive capacities. The details of the indices are dealt
with in 'Chapter 6.

(
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2.5 Limitations of this Study.

Since it would have been beyond the time limits imposed
on this study as well as the capabilities of the investi-
gators to attempt to test the validity of all extant con-
trastive analyses between all languages, the study was
limited to four contrastive analyses of English and Japanese.

The Japanese and English languages were selected for
this study for three reasons. First, extant contastive
analyses of these two languages based on differing models of
language description and/or models of contrastive analysis
were readily available in sufficient numbers to make the
study Practicable. A partial list of contrastive studies of
Japanese and English, for example, numbers twenty-six, of
which fifteen are phonological, ten syntactic, and one se-
mantic in nature. Secondly, both cf the investigators had
themselves completed contrastive analyses of certain aspects
of these two languages. Thirdly, the services of thirteen
Japanese senior high-school teachers of English who studied
at the University of Hawaii in the year 1969-1970 were
available for aid in arranging for the administration of the
language sampling tests in Japan.

6 Methods.

The procedures followed in this investigation consisted
of the following steps:

I. Collecting a sample of the English usage of
180 fourth-grade American informants; a set of
eleven groups each composed cf 200-250 tenth-grade
Japanese informants; a set of six groups each com-
posed of 180-250 Japanese informants ranging from
the seventh to the twelfth grade of one school
complex.

Step II. Determining the patterns of error between and
within the groups of each set of Japanese infor-
mants and the patterns of .lifference between the
American and Japanese infotmants.

Step III. Gathering the predictions of a set of four
contrastive analyses of English and Japanese which
represent different descriptive bases and/or
different contrastive methodologies.

Step IV. Measuring the degree of subjectivity of each
of the contrastive analyses gathered.

Step V. Comparing the predictions of the contrastive
analyses gathered with the English performance of

ii



the Japanese informants.

Step VI. Ranking ,each of. the contras:aye analyses with
respect to a series, cif indices repres,enting ,dif-
ferent aspects Oepiedictive capability.

The details of the ,results obtiined by Step I are re.
i .

ported n Chapter 3, for 'Step II in Chapter 4, for Steps III
and IV in Chapter 5, and for Steps V and VI in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER III. THE LANGUAGE SAMPLING DEVICE AND LANGUAGE
SAMPLING TEST

3.0 The Language Sampling Device an&-Language-Sampling Test
were developed to provide a standardized-procedure for col-
lecting a sample of the English usage of Japanese and
American students. They were designed io measure speCific
English syntactic structures for which no Previously Pre-
pared tests were available.

This chapter is intended to give a generalLoverview of
the measurement philosophy underlying'their-development and
some of the actual background which determined their content
and structure.

3.1 The Testing of Syntax.

Since Lado's publication on language testing in 1961
(Lado, 1961), considerable progress has been made in the

theory and Practice of discrete poiikt testirig of iYntax.
Objective test items of the multiple-choice fype in which
the student is asked to choose from-fouf 'choices the'cprrect
answer in a blank have been,cleveloRed.% sUch'itms
generally yeild highly ,satisfactory .item-test correlations
and are thus highly reliable'. They ar6 reraed,bY *any to
be valid measures of syntactic knowledge of the Icireign lan-
guage, i.e., the ability to .choose correct grammatical forms.
Finally, they can be ,scored'quicklY. 'Although such items do
constitute a ,1,rali4 sample of language behavior, they tend to
draw on highly specific knoWledge,' rather than broad_ compe-
tence in the language as a whole. In other 'Words, multiple-
choice items of the type, described do not allow thelStudent
to show how knowledgeable Or ignorant-he is of the syntactic
structures and cues in the.-1angUage. Carroll (1959.2)
argues that such items "t6nd not to me,aiure accurately at
upper levels of ability, be,cause they measure the la0.e exis-

tence of language habits rather than their strength."'
. .., ..

In order to discoveT teiting methods which'might C1T-
cumvent the current, difficulties inherent in mul,tiple-choice
test procedureS, Carroll and others (1959) macle an extensive
study of the use of 'cloze' (from 'Closure') items for mea-
suring achievement in foreign languages,' Such items ask the
subject tofrestore a mutilated text'by Supplying ,a word,

letter, or Oirase. In thelr-iPvest;gation,, the researchers
found that cloze' items seem to'be suitable-fof asSessing
group differences in second language cOmpeience, but' not

individual,differencesf. Such items, were found to be rela-

tivelYiunTeliable:and affected"by various extra'neous factors.
While the.items are simple 'to prepaire', :they arse ,suitable

only for teisiting written language and afe- cumberebme to
score. The items appear to measure the ability to restore



texts , an ab,iIity dependent to , a, considerable ext.ent, upon
cognitive ability, reasoning ability, and ideational fluency.
Although Carroll indicates these abilities are independent of
"language competence", more-recent studies of ,language acqui-
-sition ,and-processing, .by psycholinguists sUggest that cogni-
tive abilityis a Vital element in the* preicess of using and

r. acquiring :language canpetence -(Chomsky, 1968a, Mac/ntYre, 1970,
Iiever,.,1970).. Unlike Multiple-choice items, .'cloze', items do
test the exaMinee's ability to prodUce utterances and place
great demands on him to draw on his- competence to slect the

appropriate word,,to fill the, blank in the mutilated text.
Also, ,Carroll (1959) reports that there *is''a .significant
difference between aVerage 'performance beteen learnerS of a
language and those 'who have achieved native language mastery,
thus providing a measure of strength.

Since some of the weaknesses of the multiple-choice test
items are compensated for :by 'cloze' procedures, and vice
versa, the most valid` sampling of the syntaCtic usage of lan-
guage,. learnerS woul,d: seem to be in the farm of items using
both methods of ,testi,ng., The Lang.uage- Sampling Device* (LSD)

.,and. the.,Language'SatatIing Test- (LST) were' developed as'
equivalent forms ,of -the same 'test of syntaCtic structures but
differing in their methods of testirig. The LST follows a
multiple-tchbice *format while the_ LSD follows- a 'clot,e'
procedure..

-.
3 "Structure_ Tb;i3e...MeasUred.

At .the outSet,, it 'was neeessary to decide which struc-
-t-Ures should b'e measured by,' the tests. It 'Was' obvious that
.a ;practical test Of syntax could not conveniently include
measiires of all the known structures in -the language: There-
fore,- fclle tests were liMitect tO 'Noun-phrase Structures, Verb-
phraS:e structures,,. Negative struCfureS, and Interrogative
sirudttes. Sinee the struCtural Possibilities are far
richer in Noun-'phrase ind'Arerb-Thrase structures, the tests
were weighted in their favOr having fifteen' land fourteen
items out -of forty, respectively. -

Even within these four areaS of interest, the variety
of possible structures is so great fUrther -limitations were
imposed on:-what could be' tested economically yet at the same
time yieldja profile of the English Usage- of Japanese and
American students Clues as to Which -Streu'etui.es could be
tested Was . obtained through-administration of 'experimental
forms of thvesti.

0,1 tests finally devel-oped intlude forty*, items'. The
distiibutibn, of the items- a6Cording to syntactic structure
iS Shown* in': table 3.1: .f,(CopieS.: b'f the LST' and -LSD. and the
details of. th;eir const-ru6ti-on *ill be found in APpendices
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3.3 Principles Governing the Test ,Construction.

Major Considerations. In constructing the LSD and LST,
certain practical criteria were established to govern the
work. Some of these are'preSented in special sections be-
low. The sampling, administration and scoring of the tests
will be found in'Sections 3.4, 5.5, and 3.6;-,respectively.
Validity and reliability coefficients for' the two tests will
be found in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 presents the intercor-
relations of the-testS-.-- In-the-following paragraphs, cer-
tain other governing principles are noted.

. .

The Tests Should Be Universal. Harris (1969,12) defines
a 'universal' test as "one-that can- be-uSed-with students of
disparate language bacicgrounds." Since the sample obtained
by the tests would be used ultimately to validate particular
contrastive analyses, a universal ,test of syntax was manda-
tory in order to be free of any .expectations of what Japan-
ese performance would be like and thus skew the results in
favor or against one ,or 'another of the selected contrastive
analyses.

'Universality' of test design was felt to be a matter
of ensuring minimum bias toward pre-selected areas of expect-
ed difficulty. Wherever possible, the:selecticn of test
itemsfollowed strongly randomized procedures, involving, for
example, a random numbers table. Sentences,,containing the
selected tokens were obtained from the entry for the token in
Thorndike Century Junior Dictionary, ,Weses General Service
List, or The Random House Dictionary of-the English Language
which were each consulted in turn until,sentences were ob-
tained for each of the selected tokens.- ,

The three distractors for the, LST were selected on the
basis of the word-class category being tested. If, for
example, the category was one of verbal tense, the distract-
ors were various tenses. If, however, this ,process did not
yeild a sufficient number of distractors, others were
selected either from errors made by nativespeikers of Eng-
lish on the experimental edition of the LSD or on an arbi-
trary basis. In sum, no attempt Was made to select items or
distractors on the basis of the fact that Japanese students
were going to take the tests. While this doesJnot guarantee
the 'universality' of the test (a matter that can only be
judged by sampling and,analysis), at least it is not a test
specifically,for Japanese.

The Tests Should Measure Syntax. Given present methods
of testing, a 'pure' test of syntax-is virtually impossible
because syntax cannot be manipulated' without vocabulary.
Thus all tests of syntax are to agreater or lesser degree a
test of vocabulary, depending on naii mell-known'the

1
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T.ABLE I
:

4.:din$:: on -the LST.iand -.LS.p 'According tO
. .SyntaCtic Structure

StrUdtiires

I.' NOUN-;PHRASE -STRUCTURES
A. Noun-bead aiructures

1. County Noun, singular
2. Count -Noun-.; plural -

3. 'Mass-'2Notm
B. Left--branching Modi'fication-

Structires
1. Au:, ectives
2 . "11erminers

a:'-i-Determiners 2 -=

b. (Pre det erdinets
Riet-bicanching ':Modificatiori
Struettire'S
1. Relatives
Nritin'-'phrase .Slibstitute
ctructUret

. PrdnothiS
. 2 . Functidn. Noun

VTRB-PHRASE SiikUCTURES-
A. Main. Verb'Structiites

-2: V-ed:
3. V-en

. .

4 . V- ing
StrUctiires

Nuiriber' Sub
"Total

Items

.Total
Items

73

..

2. +V- ing..;
'3

4 . + to'-V
. Verb Coinblement Structures'

2. +y-ing

III :-:-.MEGATIVE' STRUCTURES.:

V. -.INTERROGATIVE ''STRUcTURES
A 1411-Quetions''':
B. Regular Questions
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vocabulary is for the examinee. To reduce any interference
in the testing procedure frau vocabulary unknown to the
informant, only words which ranked in the first 500 words of
highest frequency on the Kucera-Francis' list (1967) were
included in the sentences in the tests. Since frequency on
the' Kucera-Francis list iS determined solely on the basis of
graphological form, further interference might arise from
the lexical meaning of a given word. To compensate for this
factor, a semantic indeX for each of the tokens was obtained
by multiplying the frequency of occurrence on' the Kucera-
Francis liSt by the semantic frequency given in West's
General Service List. If the resulting product was greater
than 194, the tolcen was defined in that meaning.1 Thus,
through controls on the frequency of occurrence and semantic
frequency, items on the test liere obtained which were hoped
to be relatively free fram interference by unknown vocab-
ulary or lexical meanings. Since some testees were just
beginning their English studies, of course, this hope was
entertained primarily for the third-year-of-English students,
who comprise the bulk of the testees.

The Tests Should Measure Power. The purpose of collect-
ing the sample of English usage was to discover the level at
which the examinee could perform, rather than how rapidly he
could respond. Since 50 minutes were allowed for administer-
ing each of the tests, experimental versions of the LSD with
50 items were tried out on both 3 English-speaking children
(aged 8, 9, 9 1/2) and 3 Japanese 7th graders, to determine
how long the test would take. The longest time registered
was 26 minutes for a native spealcer of English and 35 min-
utes for a Japanese student. It wis felt, then, that most
of the students tested would have little difficulty in com-
pleting the 40 item tests in the time allowed. In fact,
most-of the Japanese subjects completed either test in about
30 minutes.

'

The Test Materials Should Be Practical. The two tests
were printed in separate test booklets ,with directions in
Japanese for the Japanese students and in English for the
American students so the tests could be administered in
separate periods. . . .

. _ _

_
. 'Studenti recorded their responses for the LST on IBM

#503 'answer sheets, which were machine scored. They record-
ed their reipOnseS to the LSD in the test booklet. These
responses Were later hand scored and converted -to IBM format.

"

1The. number 194 was selected arbitrarily. It repre-
sents the lower limits of the first 500 words on the Kucera-
Francis 'list..
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The Tests Should Be Easy to Administer. The basic
directions for taking each test were printed in the test
booklet. These were, read aloud by the administrator and
silently by the persons being tested. Section 3.4 of this
chapter contains information concerning the general testing
-conditions and gives the details regarding the administra-
tion of the tests. The two governing principles in planning
the administrative features of the test were that they should
be administratable by, the classroom teacher with a minimum
of special training .and the directions and examples should
be clear to the examinees. Experimental verions of ,the di-
rections were tried, and an actual tryout by a tester with a
minimum of 'briefing' was conducted.

The Two Tests Should Be Equivalent Forms. Since the
only difference desired between the LST and LSD was the
method of testing, step's were taken to ensure th-at they were
equivalent in content and -significance. Forty acceptable
items were obtained from experimental versions of the LSD,
and placed in random order. This final edition of the LSD
was used as the format for the LST. The same word-class
categories and order of items was observed. If for any
category, there was a usable item which did not appear Gr.1 the
final form of the LSD, it was used as the basis for the equiv-
alent item on the LST. This process yielded twelve of the
LST items. For the remaining eighteen items, the sentence
,stem from the LSD was used and words were substituted into
the sentence frame in keeping with the co-occurrence restric-
tions of the key word which was preserved -In 'this way, all
torty of ,the LST items were obtained which matched those of
the LSD in content and significance.

4 Sampling.

Using the LST and LSD, samples of -English usage
obtained from the following groups:

Group A: Fourth-grade American students.

Groups H01 H11 Eleven groups of tenth-grade
Japanese students.

Groups V07... .,, V12 Six groups of Japanese students
in successive years of'English
study, beginning with ,the
seventh grade and ending with
the twelfth grade.

(NOTE: It ,should, be noted that one H-groap , H01 ,is the
same as the tenth grade V-group, V10).

Each of these groups is described in turn .below.

were

Group A was drawn from the Sheridan- Public Schools,
Sheridan, Wyoming: It was chosen because it is a fairly
resentative American school system, and because the area

18
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not noted for having any particular regional dialect traits.
The fourth grade was chosen because students at this level
may be assumed to be competent native speakers of English,
capable of reading and writing (i.e., of taking the LSD and
LST). Yet, they can also be assumed to have had only a
minimal amount of formal instruction in English grammar.
The fourth graders were boys and girls eight and nine years
of age in six different classes. 173 students took the LST
and 181 took the LSD in January, 1971. The purpose of this
particular sample was to obtain a measure of the intrinsic
difficulty of the measuring instruments themselves.

Groups H01,..., Hll came from eleven different senior
high-schools located in Tokyo, Kyoto, Saitama, Okayama and
Fukui prefectures. The tenth-grade was chosen because it is
the lowest year of instruction in the Japanese senior high
school sYstem and the third year of English instruction.
The schools are located on the map of Honshu, Figure 3.1.
The numbers refer, to:

H01 Boys private school, Tokyo.
H02 Co-educational prefectural school, Tokyo.
H03 Co-educational prefectural technical school,

Tokyo.
H04 Co-educational prefectural school, Kumagaya.
HOS Co-educational prefectural school, Koza.
H06 Co-educational prefectural school, Okayama.
H07 Co-educational prefectural school, Okayama.
H08 Co-educational prefectural school, Fujishima.
H09 Co-educationa] Prefectural school, Maizuru.
H10 Co-educational private school, Mito.
H11 Co-educational prefectural school, Tokyo.

The schools represent four dialect areas: Eastern Kanto
(H10), Western Kanto (H01, H02, H03, H04, HOS, H11), Kinki
(H08, H09), and Chugoku (H06, H07) (Tokieda, 1955). All of
the schools are located in or near major urban centers ex-
cept three (H08, H09, H10) which are rural.

Although the syllabus of the English curriculum in
Japan is determined by the Ministry of Education and is,
therefore, roughly the same thoroughout the country, the
teachers, their methods of teaching, and the textbooks they
use vary from school to school, along with the socio-
economic backgrounds of the individual students. The only
uniformities among the eleven groups were that most of the
students who began their study of English in the seventh
grade, were fifteen and sixteen years of age, were native
speakers of Japanese, and had learned English from textbooks
based on the same general syllabus. All of the differences
between these groups--geographic, dialectal, pedagogical,
socio-economic, etc.--were designated as the HORIZONTAL
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Fig. 3.1

Locations of Schools
on a map of Honshu

(Not'e:.,The nUmerical designationsof.the schools
.Hon thi$ nap have had the tHI prefix dropped. "I'hus,
schoOIEOV'iSYlisted,On:the.map simply as_1.)



VARIABLE (H) (whence 'conies the "11.-grOu'p-s.

The purpose of this sample was to determine the degree
to which, this horizontal variable has a significant -influ-
ence on the English- performance of Japanese informants, if
at all. '

.;., The.:total-, number of students in the' H'-,grOups,. who tOok
the LST was, 1896 while 2544: took the' LSD,. One group', x02,
was retested,:with,.-the. LSD' foUr weeks ',after the or:igitia1
testing, fto' determine. t-St.7-.rete!s,t reliability. 'idcaU.sre' of a
lack of time, the LST WaS: hot adMinistered tO .twO"':'graUps,
H06 and ,H09. When the tests were administered iii'Octob'er,
.197.0;.,_, the: studewts had completed three,. and one,,half years of
-English s:tudy. : .

Groupi V07,, , V12 were drawn frail' the private feeder
'schools of a private university .complex in Tokyo. V07, V08,
and V09 designate the rseventh," eighth, and ninth grades of
,the commercial junior high school, while V10, V11, and V12
,designate _the tenth, ,eleventh and twelfth grades of the boys
senior ,high school.

In order to minimize the effects , of ,the horizontal
variable discussed above, these priVate schools were-chosen
because -they ,are a single school .complex in which the teach-

. r

ers, their methods of teaching, ,and the textbooks they use
remain the same-,for considerable .periods of time. Further-
more, this school complek is one of Japan' s outstanding
private schools and, therefore, draws a large number -Of high-
calibre students from throughout the country, although 'most

= of -the students are from Tokya and, the surrounding prefec-
tures. For these reasons, then, a_.,certain degree of"iinifor-
mity was expected in the backgrounds of the informants of
this group.

The purpose, of-- this_Dparticular sample -was to measure-
-the dpgree to -which particular, errors are_ retained in--time.
The difierences due to-- time Were designated , as the' VE'RTICAL,
VARIABLE; ..(V) (whence come-:-, the "V- groUpi.") .

The total number of students in the V-groups who took
the- ,LST .was 117.77, and for, the, LSD, 1221. When the.., tests were
administered, .in October, 1970, the..seirenth graders: had, com-
pleted:, one-.ha.lfiyearl of English study; the 'eighth: grcade, one
and, one-half-. yealrs; ;.the ninth grade', , ti4;6 and, one-la,lf,.,years;
the;, tenth,:grade- three ,and .one-half. years,.;i the .eleventh
grade,.: four and..one-,half years,; and the' *twelfth 'grade, five
and one-half years , The students ranged in age froni twelve
in the seventh grade to seVenteen in the twelfth grade.
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3.5 Administration of the Testing.

The tests were administered during two normal fifty-
minute English class periods on separate dayi by, the class-

rOom 'teacher. The tests were administered by' the classroom
teacher because it was' felt that the presence% of an outsider,
particularly in Japan, might obscured the performance 'on the

_tests, In the first period, the classroom teacher adminis-
-tered the LSD, reading the instructi6ns- i'an'cr answering ques-

tions concerning the instructions, but offering no assistance
with any of the items. In the second perioa, on the follow-
ing day, the teac er administered the LST in a similar
fashion.

The LSD was adminiStered first in hopes that the range

of answers on the 'cloze items might be greater. While it

was expected that, there would be some practice effect on the
performance on the LST ,given the following day, it was felt
that this would be minimized because, 'the tests were suffi-
eiently long, i.e., forty items, and'""the stems of the -items

while testing the same thing in the same order, were differ-

ent o the two tests. As soon 'as then tests were completed,
they were returned to the investigators for scoring.

,Scoring the Tests.

The.LST was machine-Sdored 'while the LSD, because of

its' method of` testing ''was hand-scored This hand-scoring
was done by three research asSistants who 'Were to determine
whether each afi the responses to the forty 'items was gram-
matical oa- ungrammatical. Grammatical, ungratmatical and
omitted items were indicated on an IBM answer sheet and
tabulated by computer. All computation was done by the Com-

,

puter Center University of HaWaii.

Any item on the LST or LSD which had two answers was
omitted from tabulation. No answer was given partial credit.
EaCh'' item' Was conSidered: to be answered correctly, or incor-

rettly. , An iteM on the. 1ST' Was correct onlY if' the correct
anSWer had been filled in. Ari iteM_ on the ;ISDI Was- correct

only if the reseaiCher' judied:-It to be grammatital. No

correction for guessing wat made.
. ...

_
After the scoring of the LSD was completed, sthe objec-

tivity of the scoring:procedure was tested. The two inves-
tigator's each: scored/ separately a random sample of 480 items

fromthe six V-grouPs which had been previously scored by a

re,SeArch.assistant. The Pearson product moment correlation
coef icient for each pair of scorers- was 'as follows:
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Jackson and Whitman

Jackson and, Research Assistant

Whitman and Research Assistant

The coefficients indicate
ficiently objective. ,

that.thescoring methods were suf-

3.7 Validity and Reliability of the Tests.

Earlier in this chapter it was noted that the LST and
LSD were developed for the purposes pf collecting a sample
of the English 'usage of Japanese students. Tests were de-
sired which would be appropriate as to the abilities mea--
sured, 'practiCal as to the format- and administration and
technically satisfactory as to reliability. But also tests
were desired which were -valid in cOntent.

Content va.lidity invo.lves the, inspection of the items
La a test to deie'riine if they COntain language problems
that are valid. It also inVolves the detection of extrane-
ous factors which may invalidate the items. To control the
interference of eXirdneous factors-', a 100 item experimental
form of the LSD was administered to 65 University of Hawaii
freshman 'in July, 1970. The percentage' of persons missing a
given iteM was computed. On the assumption that college
freshman are fully competent speakers of English, and thus
have a mastery of basic English syntax, any item with a
greater than 4.65% error rate was rejected as being an in-
valid measure of English syntax. The final forms oi the
LST and LSD were ,developed from the' fifty-six- valid items
reMaining as a result of this process. Thus, forty items on
each test were obtained which could be considered to be val-
id,-measures of English syntax.

As was noted earlier, 'cloze ' procedure items appear to
measure the ability to restore texts, an ability which may
be independent of ,linguistic competence. The = LSD and LST
were, therefore, administered to American fourth-graders in
order to obtain some -measure of the intrinsic difficulty of
the tests themselves. This normative ,data is presented in
Tab3e 3.2 which contains the mean scores and other statis-
tics for t-:ach of the tests.

The LSD proved to.be only slightly more difficult for
the American fourth-graders. Their performance on the tests
will be used later-as norms for native language competence
in computing the number ''bf years' :of English study required
by a Japanese learnr to-reach that competence.
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For the performance of the individual items on the
tests, the percentage correct for the American students
range in the following way:

LST SS% to 99% with a mean of 87%

LSD 18% to 99% with a mean of

The means for the H-groups range in the following way:

LST 62% to 89% with a gFand iean of 83%

LSD 36% to 84% with a grand mean of 70%

It is evident that the tests were more difficult f r the
Japanese.

The correlations of the pe-zformance of the American
students with the H-groups range in the following way:

LST .46 to .73 with, a mean of .-61

LSD .34 to .46 with a mean of .40

As could be expected statistically, in general, the higher
the correlation, the closer the H-group mean approaches the
mean of the English-speaking fourth graders. , That there is
a considerable difference between the correlations for the
LST and LSD may be interpreted in the following way: the
LST, by limiting the kind of response required, reduces the
degree of freedom of response significantly. This may be
seen in the fact that, for the Japanese students, the LST
was considerably ea'sier than the LSD--that is, they tended
to score consistently higher on the LST than on the LSD. As
was shown, this was not the case for the American students.

Since both tests can be considered c:s valid measures of
English syntax, the performance of the American fourth-
graders will be considered the INTRINSIC ENGLISH 'DIFFICULTY
of the test items. Since the only commonalities between the
American and Japanese groups were the test tasks; approxi-
mately 37% of ,the variance for the LST and 16% for the LSD
can be accounted for by this intrinsic English difficulty.
The differences Letween the performance on the, tests may
then be interpreted as being a result of the fact that the
LST tended to direct the Japanese student'sI attention more
directly to the problem of English structure, thus maximiz-
ing the effect of intrinsic English difficulty, while the
LSD, by demanding a less restricted type of performance,
minimized the effect of intrinsic English difficulty.
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An important, characteristic,of a test. is its reliabil-
ity. In tests designed for collecting a sample of English
usage for comparison' with predictions obtained by contiea's-
tive analysis, reliable scores are estlecially necessary'.
The aim in the construction of the LST and LSD was to obtain
as reliable scores as possible. In this section, evidence
of reliability is given including data on the long-range
stability of the LSD sCores.

_

Reliability coefficients were cothputed for each tet,
separately for each of the H-groups, V-groups , and the
American group.'. The coefficients are 'presented in Table 3.3.
The average reliab,ility coefficients for, tirgroups and the V-

groups for each' of the tests are shown in Table 3.4. These

tables indicate that the coefficients .are, high enough to
make U'seful studieS "of and draw' accurate conclusions' about

,

the groUps.

The correlation coefficient used was the- split-half
coefficient, corrected by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy For-

mula. This type of coefficient is appropriate for the' If'Sr.

and LSD because theY are tests in which the speed factor is
of little or no importance.

Although :the difference. between the coefficients for

e American studens on the' LSD and LSI' (-835 ana .822,
respectively), is, insignificant', they indicate- that the test
is ,internally consiSten,t,-, To obtain a coefficient of .90,,

the tests would hav-e" to -be increased to 78 items for the LST
and 71 items for the -LSD. That the coefficients are s-ome-

what higher than those for tlie Japanese students suggests
.that the native speakers are a more heterogenebus group and

have as would be eXpected, greater syntactic competence.

, The difference between the average cdefficients for the
-gioups on the LSD `and LST (.701 and ':572, respectively) is

significant. That the coefficient for the multiple-choice
test, LST; is loWer than' that for ,the j'cloie' test, LSD, is
surprising. ., It sugteAts that multiple'-_choicetesting, a
novel,methodto the:JaPanese.student, nay depress 'the reli-
ability if -the examinees are not accustomed ,.to it. This
would Also teXplain Why ethe diff,e'rences between the'

,for the natilie-speaker,s, are insigiifieant since the
average American child ,is exiidded td Multiple-choice tests

early in his icadethic' 'career with reiding -readiness tests,
programmed textbpdks; etc.

,Like :e ".difference 'betWeen 'aVerage

coefficiente ;Ori :the, LSD and- IXT (.691 and .508, reSpe,C,tively)
'is 'OignifiVATX:t) ,f:Or the V-groups,
for the -V2giduiis-'Aiivi ari -interesting pattern. FOr 'the. LST,

the coefficients progress from .246 for the seventh graders
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to .799 for the ninth graders, close to that of the American
students. Then, there is a drop to .413, .480, and .414 for
the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades, respectively. This
drop reflects the fact that the junior and senior high
schools are different schools, but also shows the tendency
of multiple-choice items not to measure accurately at upper
levels of ability. The higher correlations for the junior
high groups suggest that at the beginning stages of language
learning the students are more heterogeneous than at higher
levels.

The correlation coefficient is one way of estimating a
test s reliability. Another meaningful method is the stan-
dard error of measurement which indicates the band of error
surrounding any test score. In Table 3.3, the standard
errors of measurement for each of the groups, by test, are
shown. For the American students, the scores appear to be
about equally stable, varying only 1.90 and 1.67 from the
true scores on the LST and LSD; respectively. The standard
errors of measurement for the Japanese students are higher
than this, suggesting that they 'had to do more guessing.
This use of guessing is also reflected in a higher standard
error of measurement for the LSD than for the LST among the
H-groups. The scores on the LSD also tend to'be less stable
than those for the LST for the V-groups except for-the sev-
enth and eighth grades, where the LST scores are less stable.
The tests were very difficult for these groups. Since no
correction was made for guessing, they tended to choose any
answer for the LST while they omitted the item on the LSD
thus increasing the instability of the LST scores for their
group.

One of the important questions of concern when collect-
ing a sample of usage is whether the measurements the test
yields are consistent over an appreciable span of time. In
part this consistency is a matter of test reliability, in
part a question of constancy of the trait measure& Obvi-
ously,,if a test is unreliable to start with, it cannot be
expected to yield similar results on two different adminis-
trations even over a short time span. On the other hand,
a highly reliable test may not be consistent over a long
ttme span if the trait it measures is unstable or if the
students have unequal opportunities for growth in the
ability.

rEvidence as to the consistency of measurement with the
LSD is presented, in Table 3:5. No similar evidence is
available for the LST. The 'students comprise the H02 group.
They had taken the LST in 'October and were,retested one
month later/ in November. The degree of consistency, .568,
of the students' performance is satisfactory and suggests
that there was much guessing on the part of the students.
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TABLE 3.5

Test-Retest Correlation Coefficients, Means, and Standard
Deviations on H02 Group Scores on the LSD

First Time Second TiMe

..;

122 .568 22.0 5.0 25.5. 4.6

a - Computed on the basis o *taw scores.

All in all, the consistency of students performance on
the LST and LSD is such as,to permit the use of the data
obtained by these instruments for comparison with predictions

of errors,made by contraStive analyses. Despite different
kinds and amounts of practice in the syntactic structures
measured by the tests--in school and out--the students gen-

erally maintain their relative ranks. This fact speaks well

for the stability with which the structures are measured by

these-tests.
-

3.8 Intercorrelati6ns of the.Tests.'

The Investigators needed to know how much confidence

they could place in differences between the test scores
earned by a particular group on the LST and LSD. This sec-

tion presents data demonstratiag that the LSD and LST have

sufficient reliability and independence to permit differ-

ential treatment.

Intercorrelations- of the Tests. When'tests are used in

, pairs, some characteristics of the tests assume greater
-significance than when a test is used singly. High reliabil-

itY is an important and desirable characteristic for any

test, although for single proficiency tests reliability is

cif secondary importance when'contrasted with validity. How-

ever, when two tests are used together to describe groups so

that statements ,regarding differences among their abilities

can be made, the importance of'using reliable tests is

greatly increased.

The second characteristic esSential to tests used in

cgmbination is indePe'ndence from'one.another. If two tests
correlate.highly with each other, 'a person's standing on one

usually will,not be far frok his standing on the other.
Consequentiy, the likelihood of discovering important differ-

ences in abilities is seriously diminished for any pair of
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tests with high intercorrelations, whether this be due to
close similarity, of content, method of testing, or to other
factors. '

Table 3.6 presents the intercorrelations of the LST
and LSD for each of the groups. Average intercorrelations
for the H-groups and the II-groups a.re shown _in Table 3.7.
The intercorrelations range in the following way:

.46:0 to 765 ,with a mean of .664

V-Group .292 to .718 with a mean of .563

The mean intercOrrelations compare favorably with the
coefficient for the American group of .568.

,

TABLE 3.6,J
IntercorrelatiOn Coefficient's, Means, and- Standard Devia-

,

tions for the LST and LSD' by- Groups

Group LSD

H01
.H02
H03
'HO4
H05
H07
H08
H10
Hll

_____

251
213
182
.91
191
238
220
.215
228.

,

1/07

.V08 142
V093, 145
V10' 251
V11 ,227.
V12

erican

.5.61.j .:35.-6 2.8 32.1 3.8

.570 4,.5 22,.6 5.2

.628' 24.7 4.76 14.4 5.9

.765 35-.0' 3,. 7 So.8 5.0

.592 33.5 3.2 28.0 4.7

.568 15.2. 2.8 32.5 4.0

.471 35.6 2.1 31.6. 4.0

.68.7; -33.1; 3.7 .27.1 6.1
'460, 3.3

. _ .. .. .. ....
.29.2,. 13..9.- 3. , 6.0. 3.6
.539; 20.3 A.8 11:6 4.3

21.2 6.5
.561 35.6 32.1 3.8

34.7 3.6
.490 :36- O.:.

..

34.7

:2 . . .. . ........

34.6

,3.3

4.1

..........

Computed on the;basis of raw, scores.
- H01 and. V10,;' are the same group,.
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TABLE 3.1

Average (Mean) Intercorreiation Coefficientsa, Means and
Standard Deviations for the LST and LSD for H-Groups and
V-Groups

,
Group

,
H-Group

V-Group

LST. ,LSD

Average AVerage .A.Verage,
s

Average,
Xb

'Average

.-664

.563

.t.! 35.1

29.6 9.1 25.0

7.4

11.9

- Since it is not correct procedure to average correla-
tions of,coefficients directly, the, mean intercorrelation
coefficients for this- table.were ohtained by conyerting
each r to Fisher's z function, weighting each by its
appropriate number of cases, averaging the values, then
--fecoriverting. See-Quinn McNemari- Psychological -
Statistics, NeW York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,. 1962,

"140.
b - Computed on the basis of raw scores.

III:general,-- the Cee'fficientS demonStrate that the'two
tests are meaSpting mucli of th'6-,same thing but in a 'differ-
ent way 'andithat the)i are sufficiently different to-Warrant
the inclusion,of the data from both teSts in this study.

,

3. 9 Summary- of the Cha'pter:

,

A miltiple-choice test, LST., and a 'cloze' test, LSD,
were deVeloped to provide a sfandardized procedure for col-
lecting a sample of the English usage of Japanese. These
tests were found to he sufficiently valid, reliable, and
different froM one ariotheriso,that the,data obtained by
these' ifiStruments can,be used'Toi comparison with predictions
of errors made by selected: contkastive"analyses.

Eleven groUps of Japanesetenth graders were tested in
'order 'to' determine the-degree to.which-the geographic, dia-
'lectal, pedagogical, socio-economic, etc., differences
,bel:ween thesegroups., desiknated as theHORIZONTAL VARIABLE,
has a-significant influence of their English performance, if
any. .A second group or Japanese junior and senior high
school students-at six different,'grade ,levels,were also
tested in order to measUre the degreetO:which particular



errors are retained in time, designated as the VERTICAL
VARIABLE. In the following chapter, the effects of the
horizontal and vertical variables on the performance of the
Japanese students will be discussed.

A third group of American fcarth-graders was tested in
order to obtain a measure of the'intrinsic difficulty of the
tests themselves and to provide normative data for computing
the number of years of English study required by a Japanese
learner to reach the native speaker's competence. The
amount of time require& to reach native speaker's competence
was designated as TENACITY and will be'discussed in the
following chapter.

The tests were found to be less difficult and more reli-
able for these American fourth-graders than for the Japanese
students. That the tests were difficult, especially for
the seventh and eighth graders, forced the Japanese students
to do 'more guessing and thus suppressed the reliability
coefficients. The high reliability coefficients for the
American students suggest that they are a more heterogeneous
group in syntactic comietence than non-native learners of
English. That this is so is perhaps shown by the differences
in the processes of first and second language acquisition
where in acquiring his native language a person is exposed to
a random sample of that language, thus producing greater
heterogeneity among native speakers, while in acquiring a
second language the learner is exposed to a selected sample
of the language, thus producing greater homogeneity among
non-native speakers. This homogeneity of error production
among the Japanese students was also observed in examining
the data for the effects of the horizontal and vertical
variables and will be discussed in greater detail in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV. THE PATTERN OF JAPANESE ERRORS

4.0 In the previous chapter,, the Method ,-Used in collecting
a sample of the usage of,Japanese students .:was _described..
In this chapter, the pattern of errors of' the 'eleven groups
of Japanese tenth-graders, i.e., ,the_H-groups, and of the
six groups of Japanese junior and .seliior high school students,
,i.e. , the V7groups, will be .examined. .Prom this .examination,
patterns of, errors ,will be derived for later comparison with
the predictions of errors made by

.
seleCted contrastive analyses.

,

4.1 The Horizontal Variable.

The Horizontal Variable waq defined earlier as the degree
to which the differences -- geo,raphic, dialectal, socio-
economic, pedagogical, etc. -- between groups of learners at
the same educational level would influence their learning of
a foreign language. If this variable should affect the
students' -performance erratically, ,then contrastive analyses
could not be generalized from one dialect to another. If,
however, 'the variable should have little effect on the
students'. performance, then contrastive analyses could be
generalized from a comparison of a single dialect with the
target language.

The .first test foi. the HorlzOntal:Variable was to rank
the' meam:.scores for each :of. the H-groups in. order from- lowest
to highest. This rankini for the LST:and LSD is shOwn.in
Table ,4.1. By, correcting, the means by the, standard error of
the mean, on both tests; the eleven schools were .found to
fall into, four. groups:

Group I, consisting of H03, a prefectural technical
school in the West Kanto dialect area;

Group II, consisting of H02 and H09, prefectural
urban and rural schools in the West Kanto and
Kinki dialect areas, respectively;

c. Group III, consisting of H10 and HOS, a private rural
school in the East Kanto dialect area, and a prefec-
tural urban school in the West Kanto dialect area;

Group IV, consisting of H04, H07, H08, H01, Hll,
and H06, four prefectItral urban schools, one prefec-
tural rural school, and one private urban school in
the West Kanto, Chugoku, and 1Cinki dialect areas.

The rank orders for the LST and LSD of performance of the
schools was tested by the Spearman rank-difference correlation
and the resulting coefficient was .867, with a greater than



TABLE..4.

Rank Order, Means, StanAard Dviations, and Standard Error
of the Mean on the'LST 'and LSD for the H-Groups.

Rank Group
LST .LSD

Rank:Group
N s SE

1. 1103 183 '.620 .22 ;02 1. H03 .187 .360 .22 .02
- - -- -- -- -

2. 11102. 220 .727. .22 .02. ":2: H02 229 '.570 . 5 '-.02
--- 3. H09c.229. .573% -.21. .01

3; 1110
4.. -1:105'-

5. I-104

6.. H07

'219' .829. :19 :011- 218 .678 ,.22 .02.
196, :841 5.- H05 246.- .7,01 ...24:. .02

91 .880. ...la .02 6..1404 229 .784 .19 .01
,244 .881 . 7. ..110.8 230 .788 .18 .01

-7. 1111; -235_ .887. .18 .02.- 8.. H01 253. ..805 1.18 .01
.8.. -H08 .225 :,888 .01 9. H97 241- :815 :-17. .01
9. .1101 256 ...893. .18 231. .833 .48 .01

- Computed by the formula:

106C 251 .837 .16 .01

!- Means computed on the basis of percentage correct.
- 1-109 and 1106 did not talce the LST.
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.01 chance probability. This mould seem to indicate that the

LST and LSD work equally well' in measuring the relative pro-
ficiency of _the eleven _groups, i.e. , the raw scores in the
groups are parallel, but not the .same.

Even so, there are internal differences between the four,
groups whiCh may be interpreted as the- operation of the Hori-

zontal Variable. What the specific factors operating_in the

variable ,are is unknown, but would appear to be neither
geographYc nor dialectal since urban and,rural schools and
different dialect areas are represented in Groups II, ,III;-

and IV. Socio-economic fa:ctor'S, however; may be operating 'in
the variable since the students in Groups I and II are general-
ly from a lower economic class than those in"Groups-III and

I V. This socio-economic factor may also_ be reflected in
pedagogy, ; but, what 'the specific factors are was beYond the
scope of this study. The purpose of this study was merely
to find out whether Horizontal Variable does-in fact operate
in foreitn language learning and the examination of the- data
presented Would seem to indica:te that it- is indeed operating.

The second test on the Horizontal Variable was to
determine Its effe`ct, if' any., on 'the performance of-Japanese
students.- This was done by correlating the response patterns
of ,the various H-groups. For eadh of the, forty items on the

LSD, and LST, ;the percentage 'of grammatical reSponseS;
difficulty, was correlated with that of all of the other
H-groups. These correlations- are shown in Tables 442 and 4.3
for the LST and- LSD-, respectively. . The ..correlation of profile
of performance is illustrated graphically in Figure 4.1 in
which the respOnge patte'rns on -the LST 'for H01 ,and._ H08 are
shown, and for which the correlation coefficient was .977.

TABLE 4.2

Intercorrelations of the LST Profiles of Performance for the

H-Groups.

HT01 HT02

HT01 1.000
HT02 ;794 1.000
HT03 .608 .908 1.000
HT04 .972 .814 .674 1.000
HT05 .941 .855 .696 .921 1.0110
HT07 .961 .749 .606 .970 .909 1.000
HT08 .977 .763 .603 .972 .935 .982 1.000

.HT10 .901 ,939 .800 .879 .920 .839 .874 1.000
.HT11 .954 .794 .624 .952 .862 .960 .946 .873 1.000

HT03 HT04 HT05 HT07 HT08 HT11

p A05
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The correlations of the profiles of performance ior the
two tests range .in the following way:

LST: .603 to .982 with a mean of .894
LSD: .641 to .944 with a mean of .840

It is perhapS no-t'iUrpriSing that the lowest correlations
tend to be scored:by those having the lowest mean sc)res,
H03 (rank 1, Group I) and then H02 (rank 2, Group I:j. Yet

the loWest",.groupS 'tend to,correlate highly with one another
as iS shown in Table 4.4..

'TABLE 4.4

Intercorrelations of the LST and LSD Profiles of Performance
for the Three Lowest H-Groups: H03, H02, H09.

LST LSD
03 H02 H03 H02 H09a

H03 -1.000
H02,, .908
H09' -

1.000
1 000 .905 1 000

.896 .896 1.000

p = .005
a - H09 did'ilp 'take the LST.

Their relatively poor correlations with the higher scoring
groups may be a function of raw score shifts and not internal
differences. The highest correlations, as can be seen,
generally occur within groups ranked closest to each other

on the basis of mean scores.

An estimate of the amount of variance accounted for by

the commonalities of the H-groups is 79% for the LST and 71%

for the LSD, or very roughly 75% for both. These commonali-
ties of the Japanese tenth-graders are as follows:

, a. Common language and cultural system;
b. Common educational syr,tem;
c. Common level of English and age;
d. Common test of English.

It may be hypothesized that the remaining 25% is accounted
for by differences, such as individual differences among
students, local variations discussed above, and pedagogical
differences from school to school. The degree to which a

contrastive analysis takes these commonalities ind differences
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into account would seem to indicate probable success in
predicting the errors students will make. It was hypothe-
sized that the Horizontal Variable would affect target
language production erractically. However, the high degree
of correlation between the profiles of performance for the
eleven H-groups suggests that whatever effect the variable
has, it is fairly constant for all learners of a given target
language.

4.2 The H-Pattern.

Having found a high correlation among the profiles of
performance of the H-groups, the specific pattern of response
was next defined. In this section, the nature of that pattern
will be discussed.

For each of the forty items on the LST and LSD for each
the groups, the percentage of grammatical responses, i.e.,
difficulty, were ranked in order from least to most difficult.
The degree of relation among the nine rankings of the forty
items on the LST and the eleven rankings on the LSD was
tested by a Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, W (Siegel,
Formula 9.15, p. 231). The resulting coefficients corrected
for tied values were .804 for the LST and .859 for the LSD
both with a chi-square probability of greater than .001.
(The estimate of the average value of the Spearman rank
correlation was .780 for the LST and .845 for the LSD. See
Siegel, Formula 9.14, p. 229). The high correlations are
surprising because it suggests that whatever effect the
Horizontal Variable has on the production of errors, it
applies more or less equally to different structures. Fur-
thermore, it suggests that the output of-e contrastive
analysis can indeed be generalized for all speakers of a
language even though only one dialect in the source language
is contrasted with a single dialect of the target language.

Since the coefficients of concordance are so high, the
mean percentage of grammatical responses for all H-groups
defined as P can be used as the Horizontal Pattern of the
English usage of Japanese students. This P will later be
correlated with predictions of difficulty and predictions
of degree of difficulty to obtain indices of the qualitative
power of a given contrastive analysis to predict errors.
The Horizontal Pattern, P, for the LST and LSD in rank order
order from least to most difficult is given in Table 4.5.
The Horizontal Patterns are displayed graphically in Figures
4.2 and 4.3 for the LST and LSD, respectively.
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Fig. 4.2

Horizontal Pattern of the H-Groups on the LST
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Fig. 4.3

Horizontal Pattern of the H-Grouips on the LSD
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TABLE 4.5

The Horizontal Pattern, P, of the. Errors of Japanese Students
in Rank Order from Least to Most Difficult for the LST and LSD

Rank Descriptiona
LST Mean

Percent
Correct

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Aux + Ving: are (6) .985
Question: did (32) .977
Negative: not (1) .975
Pronoun: him (7) .974
Interrogative: what (37) .970
Negative: can't (5) .969

+ ed: began (18) .952
+ ed: was (2) .947

Count N + sg: house (4) .946
Negative: don't (38) .944

+ 0: make (13) .942
Relative: when (33) .929
Interrogative: when (23) .926
Aux + Ven: is (19) .922
Negative: not (35) .918
Question: may (17) .910
Question: would (12) .903
Pre-determiner: one (26) .892
Adjective: personal (31) .890
V + en: become (39) .888
Pronoun: her (21) .887
Question: did (14) .877
V + Ving: saw kW .875
V + ing: makingg (8) .873
V + ed: had (9) .873
Adjective: important (10) .872
Function Noun: any (3) .860
Aux + Ven: had (25) .849
Relative: which (29) .846
Aux + VO: must (15) .841
Adjective: little (20) .820
V + to V: want (28) .732
"Mass Noun: information (22) .678
Determiner: the (40)

V .645
Aux + to V: used'(11) .603
Interrogative: how (34) .589
Relative: that'(27), .561
Count Noun + pl: years ,(16) .465
Determiner: each (24) .409
Aux + Ven: was (36) .182

Grand Mean: .827
Grand Standard Deviation: 21
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Rank Descriptiona
-LSD Mean

Pertent
Correct

1. Interrogative: what (37)
2. Pronoun: him (7)
3. Aux-+ Ving: are (6)
4. Aux + VO: must (15)
5. Question: would (12)
6. Relative: which (29)
7. Aux + Ven: is (19)
8. P7Enoun her (21)
9. Question: did (32)

10. Question: did (14)
11. Aux + Ven: had (25)
12. Negative: not (1)
13. Negative: can' t (S)
14. V + ed: began (18)
15. Interrogative: when (23)
16. Determiner: then (40)
17. Adjective: personal (31)
18. Count Noun-sg: house (4)
19. Determiner: each (24)
20. V + ing: making (8)
21. Question: may (17)
22. V-ed: was (2)
23. Pre-determiner: one (26)
24. V + en: become (39)
25. Relative: that (27)
26. Aux + Ven: was (36)
27. V + to V: want (28)
28. A-Ajective: important (10)
29. V + Ving: saw (30)
30. A-ux + to V: used (11)
31. Adjective: little (20)
32. Negative: not (35)
33. Negative: didn' t (38) ,

34. Interrogative: how (34)
35. V + ed: had (9)
36. Count Noun + pl: years (16)
37. Relatives: when (33)
38. Function Noun: any (3),

, 39. V + 0: make (13)
40. Mass Noun: information
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.970
. 962
. 949
. 927
. 899
. 865
. 857
. 842
. 840
. 840
. 839
. 835
. 809
. 805
. 800
. 797
. 788
. 785
. 784
.782
.732
:729
. 724
. 722
.695
. 659
.628
. 624
.616
. 605
. 574
. 568
. 561
. 547
. 518
. 448
. 441
. 422
. 276
. 190

Grand Mean: .706
Grand Standard Deviation:

The deStriptions are-given in the following way: syntactic
pattern teste4 correct answer for'LST and possible filler
for the blank in LSU; number df item-in -parentheses.
Underlined entries indicate slot in pattern to be filled.



The rankings on the Horizontal Pattern of the LSD were
tested against those for the LST by the Spearman rank-
difference correlation. The resulting coefficient was .43
with a chance probability of greater than .001 which suggests
that the predictions of a given contrastive analysis may
correlate b-etter with the performance on' the LST than on the
LSD or vice versa, but it will orobably not correlate highly
on both.

In order to test the gross capacity of a contrastive
analysis to predict difficulty, a variable E was derived from
the mean percentage of grammatical responseT, P, to represent
gross occurrence of error. E is a two-valued variable having
the value 0 if the mean value- of an item is above the grand
mean of all items on the testi and the value 1 otherwise.
For the LSD, the 24 items ranked 1 to 24 on Tabre 4.5 had a
value of 0 since they were abcive the grand mean for the LSD
of .706. For the LST, the 30 items ranked 1 to 30 on Table
4.5 had a value of 0 since they were above the grand mean
for the LST of .827. These-values will later be correlated
with predictions of difficulty to obtain an index of gross
capacity to predict errors. However, since E's having a
value of 0 were to be correlated with the lowest levels of
predicted difficulty which tended to rate less than ten items
as representing 'no difficulty' for either test, it was feltthat the disparity in the input ratings might artificially
lower the correlations. For this reason several other "E's"were derived.

The variable E
I was calculated from the mean percentage

of correct Japanese responses for an item and the equivalent
English percentage for the same item. If the Japanese
percentage for the item was higher than the English percen-
tage correct, then the item was given as El value of 0,
otherwise 1. In effect, the variable E,rePresents a gross
occurrence of performance relative to the English perfor-
mance. On the LSD, five items were valued 0, and on the
LST, 21 items.

The variable E
2 was calculated directly from mean per-

centage correct for each item. If the Japanese mean percen-
tage correct for item was greater than .950, then it was
given an E

2 value of 0, otherwise 1. As can be seen on
Table 4.5, two items on the LSD were valued 0, and seven
items on.the LST.

The variable E.4 was calculated like E2 from the mean
percentage correct directly. If the mean percentage were
greater than .900, then it received an E. value of 0,
otherwise 1. As can be seen on Table 4.5, four items on
the LSD were valued 0 and seventeen items on'the LST. Both
E, and B:z rate difficulty on an absolute 'basis of 95% or
90% corrdct, respectively.
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4.3 Vertical ,Variable .

The- Vertical Variable ws earlier defined as differencei
in error production caused- by different amounts of time spent
in learning the target- language. It was hypothesized that
this variable would not affect the perforMance of Japanese
students arbitrarily., but would decrease in effect through
time. Contrastive analyses often make their predictions of
difficulty based on the assumption that the problems predic-
ted are those, which a,person who has had no, exposure to the
target language will encounter in, learning that language.
From this, it is theorized by Lado, (1064, p. 52) and others
that language teaching should concentrate on these problems
and when they have ,been maitered the language will have been
mastered. ,However, it may be that some problems in the tar-
get langUage can,aever, be mastered ,and would characteri ze a
partiaillar non-native dialect of Enklish, for. example,
"Japanese" En.glish. Such problems, which could not be mas-
tered could be considered .tenacioUs. The degree to which a
contrastive analysis, takes this tenacity of errors into
account would seem to indicate probable success in predicting
levels of difficulty students will' Pace in learning the
target- langUage.'

In order to tesi the degree to which the Vertical
Variable affected' the English performanCe of Japanese stu-

, dents, the mea'ns of the six V-groups were compared. The
means and other statiStical data for the V-groups are given
in Table 4.6. As was hypothesized, the Vertical Variable is

not arbitrary.in nature and does decrease in effect through
time.

Means, Standar. Deviations, and Standard Eirors of the Meana
on the LST and LSD for the V-groups

Grade**
LST LSD

b ,SEx
,b

:7 186- .,.347 . .20 :01 193 .146 .16: .01
8 145 .50.7 .24 .02 150 ,.289 ...02,

9 145 .723 .22 .0.2., . 146.. .530 .25 c..02

10 '',256: , 74305, IS' .01 .

11 :231., .890i .13' ....01,

12 214:, 236' :854 .;,.;15,'

a - Computed by the formula: SE,

b - Means computed on the basis of percentage correct.
c - Grade 10 is the same group as H10.
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The effect of the Vertical Variable is shown graphically in
Figure 4.4 for the LST and Figure 4.5 for the LSD. As can be
observed in the graphs, after about three years of language
study, the average Japanese student tested performed as well
or better than the average American fourth-grader tested.

The Vertical Variable seems to reflect the influence of
the intrinsic English difficulty of the tests. This intrin-
sic difficulty does not appear to be constant, and seems to
depend to a great extent on the amount of English that the
learner already knows. To test the effects of this intrinsic
difficulty, a Spearman rank-difference correlation of-the
rank order of the percentages of difficulty for each of the
forty items on the LST and LSD for the American students and
the V-groups was obtained since the only commonality involved
would be that of the English test. The resulting coeffi-
cients and the amount of variance accounted for are given
in Table 4.7.

TABLE 4.7

Rank-Difference Correlation Coefficients and Variance for
the Rankings of Percentage of Difficulty on the LST and LSD
for the American and V-Groups

LST LSD
Grade rho V rho V

7 16a 3%
8 .62e 38%
9 .51e 26%

10 .60 36%
11 .61' 37%
12 .59e 35%

.38c

63c. c'

.40d

. 42

a p=.10
b - p=.05
c - p=.01
d
e - p=.001

As can be seen, intrinsic English difficulty appears to play
little role initially when the language learner is charac-
terized by a gross ignorance of what English is about, but
plays an increasing role as he learns more aAd more English.
Although the data is limited, it suggests that by the ninth
or tenth grade, a Japanese student approaches a point where
intrinsic English difficulty tends to level off, at about 15%
for the LSD and about 35% for the LST, or at least to increase
much more slowly.
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By doing a rank-difference correlation of the rank order
of the percentages of difficulty for each of the forty items
on the LST and LSD for the H-groups and V-groups, suggestive
information about the role played by the Horizontal-Vertical
commonalities was elicited. These commonalities are:

a. Common native language and culture.
b. Conmon educational system at the highest level.
c. Conmon tests of English.

The Horizontal-Vertical correlations and amounts of variance
accounted for is reported in Table 4.8.

TABLE 4.8

Rank-Difference Correlation Coefficients and Variance for the
Rankings of Percentage of Difficulty on the LST and LSD for
the H-Groups and V-Groups

LST LSD
Grade rho V rho V

7 .28
a

8% .48 23%
8 .73 63% .52 27%
9 .82 68% .83 69%

10 .83 69% .91 83%
11 .88 77% .87 76%
12 .88 77% .88 77%

a - p=.05. For all other correlations, p=.001

For purposes of comparison, the Vertical Horizontal
variances and the American-Vertical variances are plotted
graphically in Figure 4.4. The interpretation of this figure
is necessarily vague, since variances cannot be confidently
subtracted from one another. However, it suggests that common
native language and culture and common educational system
play a significant role in performance similarity, more or
less to the degree that the Vertical-Horizontal correlations
rise above the American-Vertical correlations. That is,
given the data at hand, from the ninth or tenth grade on,
between 40% and 60% of the variance may be attributable to
the fact that the students all have a common language and
culture, and they are all being educated in Japan.

In summary, the roles played by the commonalities
between the Vertical and Horizontal groups seem to be for
the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders the follow-
ing:
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a. Common language and culture, and
b. Common educational system, together
c. Common test of English,

intrinsic difficulty of the
instrument

d. Common level of English proficiency

40-60%

15-35%

No detectable
influence for
the tenth grade,
no data other-
wise.

A great deal more data would be required to test these
hypothetical values more deeply. No data at all is available
to define/specifically the role of language and culture in
isolation. This role of language and culture would seem to
be a key factor in assessing the potential value of the
contrastive analysis hypothesis which in its strong form
attempts to predict errors on the basis of linguistic descrip-
tions and in its weak forr to explain errors. (Wardhaugh,
1970)

4.4 The Vertical Pattern.

Having observed the operation of the Vertical Variable,
the specific pattern of responses was next defined. In
this section, the nature of this pattern will be discussed.

For each of the forty items on the LST and LSD, the
percentage of grammatical responses, i.e., difficulty, were
ranked in order from least to most difficult for each of the
six V-groups. The degree of relation among the six rankings
was tested by a Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, W.
(Siegel, Formula 9.15, p. 231). The resulting coefficients
corrected for tied values was .72 for the LST and .70 for
the LSD, both with a chi-square probability of greater than
.001. (The estimate of the average Spearman rank correlation
is .67 for the LST and .64 for the LSD. See Siegel, Formula
9.14, p. 229). This rather high correlation is surprising
since it suggests that items that are initially relatively
difficult tend to remain relatively difficult over a period
of six years of language study. Furthermore, it suggests
that the output of a contrastive analysis, if it can predict
relative problems for the language learner, could do so
almost as adequately for the sixth year student as for the
first.

The percentage of grammatical responses for each item
on the two tests arranged in order from the seventh grade to
the twelfth grade was compared with the pattern of responses
of the American foutth-gradeTs in-order to obtain an esti-
mate of the number of years of English study it would take
for the average Japanese student to reach the level of
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performance of the average English-speaking fourth grader.
This estimate was defined as TENACITY, T. The formula for
deriving T together with the Tenacity levels for each of
the items on the LST and LSD are given in Table 4.9. In
some cases, the Japanese percentage of difficulty at the
twelfth grade, i.e., after six years of English study, was
below that of the American students. In such cases, T was
derived by projecting the number of years beyond twelfth
grade, it would require for the Japanese student to reach
the level of the American students. The formula for deriving
this projected estimate of T is also given in Table 4.9.

The rank orders of Tenacity on the LST and LSD were
tested for rank-difference"by the Spearman rank-difference
correlation. The resulting coefficient was .56 with a
chance probability of greater than .001 indicating that the
orderings.were fairly similar. -.This factor T will be corre-
lated with predictions of difficulty obtained by contrastive
analysis in order to obtain an index of a given analysis'
sensitivity to difficulty over time. A given analysis may
correlate better with the Tenacity factor on the LST than
with the LSD or vice versa, but not on both because the
correlation of ranks between the tests is not high.

4.5 Summary of the Chapter.

It is clear that a Horizontal Variable, the effects of
geographic, socio-economic, dialectal, pedagogical, etc.,
factors on language learning does operate in second language
learning and whatever effect it has, it is fairly constant
for all learners of a given target language. The variable
also appears to apply more or less equally to different
structures. This suggests that the output of a contrastive
analysis can be generalized for all speakers of a given
language even though only a single dialect of the source
language is -contrasted with a single dialect in the target
language. A. Horizontal Pattern, P, was defined for the forty
items on the LST and LSD in terms of the mean percentages
of grammatical responses of the H-groups. This Horizontal
Pattern will later be correlated with predictions of difficul-
ty from selected contrastive analyses to obtain an index of
the qualitative power of an analysis to predict errors.
Another variable, E, having two values, 0 and 1, was also
derived from the Horizontal Pattern in four forms and will
later be correlated with predictions of difficulty to obtain
an index of the gross capacity of a contrastive analysis to
predict errors.

It is also clear that a Vertical Variable, the effect
of time on language learning, operates in second language
learning and whatever effect it has, it is not arbitrary
and decreases in effect through time. This variable is also
reflected in the intrinsic English difficulty of the test
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TABLE 4.9

The Tenacity Factor, T, in Rank Order from Least to Most
Tenacious for the LST and LSD

Rank
LST

Descri tiona

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Question: did (32)
Interrogative: what (37)
Aux + Ving: are (6)
Niiative: not (1)
Adjective: important (10)
Aux + Ven: was (36)
RiTative: which (29)
Relative: when (33)
Pre-determiner: one (26)

1.83
1.96
2.50
2.65
2.78
2.82
2.83
2.93
2.95

10. Negative: can't (5) 3.09
11. V + ed: began (18) 3.22
12. Adjective: long (31) 3.40
13. V + Ving: saw (30) 3.42
14. V + ed: had (9) 3.43
15. Interrogative: when (23) 3.45
16. Aux + VO: must (15) 3.47
17. V--7, en: become (39) 3.51
18. Negative: didn't (38) 3.57
19. Pronoun: her (7) 3.-58
20. Mass Noun: information (24 3.59
21. Question: did (14) 3.61
22. Aux + Ven: is (19) 3.65
23. We'd: was (2) . 3.69
24. Relative: that (27)

,

3.73
25. Aux + to V: used (11) 3.78
26. Aux + Ven: has (25) 3.79
27. Zaint N-sg: house (4) 3.83
28. Negative: not (35) 3.84
29. V + ing: making (8) 3.88
30. V + 0: make (13) 3.89
31. Question: may (17) 3.93
32. V 4. to V: want (28) 3.95
33. Fronoun: her (21) 3.95
34. Question: would (12) 4.00
35. Function Noun: any (3) 4.20
36. Determiner: the (40) 5.00,
37. Adjective: little (20) 6.17'
38. Interrogative: how (34) 7.46
39. Determiner: each (24) c9.16
40. Count Noun-pl: years (16) 10.2.9c
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TABLE 4.9 (continued)

Rank
LSD

Descriptiona T
b

1. Adjective: important (10) 1.40
2. Interrogative: what (37) 2.73
3. Aux + Ving: are (6) 3.00
4. Relative: which (29) 3.33
5. Aux + Ven: is (19) 3.56
6. V + en: become (39) 3.57
7. Interrogative: when (23) 3.58
8. V + ed: began (18) 3.62
9. Aux + VO: must (15) 3.80

10. 3.87Negative: can't (5)
11. Relative: that (27) 3.88
12. Question: would (12) 3.89
13. Question: did .r_32) 3.92
14. Aux + to V: used (11) 3.98
15. 4.00Pronoun: him (7)
16. Mass Noun: information (22) 4.33
17. Question: may (17) 4.36
18. V + Ving: saw (30) 4.50
19. Wux + Ven: was (36) 4.57
20. 4.78Negative: not (1)
21. Count N-sg: house (4) 5.00
22. V-ing: making (8) 5.00
23. Pre-determiner: one (26) 5.00
24. Negative: didn't (38) 5.60
25. Determiner: the (40) 5.67
26. Negative: not (35) 5.91,
27. Aux + Ven: has (25) 6.06
28. TUjective: long (31) 6.07
29. Pronoun: her (21) 6.23c
30. Count N-pl: years (16) 6.30'
31. Determiner: each (24) 6.46,
32.
33.

V-ed: was (2)
Question: did (14)

6.81;
6.82;

34. V + to V: want (28) 7.48;
35. :Adjective: little (20) 7.57;
36. Relative: when (33) 7.60;
37. V + 0: make (13) 7.6rc"

38.
39.

V + ed: had (9)
Function Noun: any (3)

7.83c7.97,
40. Interrokative: how (34) 12.00'

a - The descriptions are given in the following way:
syntactic pattern tested; correct answer for the LST
and possible filler for the blank in LSD; number of
item in parentheses. Underlined entries indicate slot
in pattern to be filled.
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TABLE 4.9 (continued)

E - lcj
b - The formula for deriving T is as follows: T = Y hcj-lcj

where:
T = estimate of Tenacity;
Y = year, 1-6, where the percentage of difficulty

is just below that of the American students;
E = percentage of difficulty of American students

for a given item;
lcj = percentage of difficulty of Japanese students

just belaw E;
hcj = percentage of difficulty of Japanese students

just above E.

c - The formula for deriving these estimates of T beyond
the sixth year of study is as follows:

*T 6 4. _E_LALL_
rg

where:
*T = projected estimate of Tenacity;
E = percentage of difficulty of American students;

hj = percentage of difficulty of Japanese twelfth
graders;

rg = the average rate of growth for the Japanese
students.

The average rate of growth was obtained by the following
formula:

where:

7 8 11 12
(J ) (.1 )

(rg 2 ) ( 2 )

rg = average rate of growth;

J
7 = percentage of difficulty for the Japanese

seventh graders;

J 8 = percentage of difficulty for the Japanese
eighth graders;

J11= percentage of difficulty for the Japanese
eleventh graders;

12= percentage of difficulty for the Japanese
twelfth graders.
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where it accounts for 15 to 30% of the variance after two
or three years of language study--the point at which the
performance of the Japanese students on the tests matched
that of the American fourth-graders. At this point, common
language and culture and a common educational system appear
to be more important factors in error production, accounting
for 40 to 60% of the variance. Although the Vertical
Variable decreases in effect through time, items which are
difficulty initially tend to remain so for a period of six
years. This Suggests that the predictions made by a con-
trastive analysis would be as adequate for the first year
as for the sixth. An estimate of the number of years of
English study required for a Japanese student to reach the
level of English performance was defined as Tenacity, T.
This variable will be correlated later with predictions of
difficult to obtain an index of the sensitivity of the out-
put of a given contrastive analysis to error production over
time.

In the following dhapter, four different models of
contrastive analyses of Japanese and English will be dis-
cussed and a set of predictions will be derived for the
sentences which appeared as test items in the LSD and LST.
These predictions will later be correlated with the P, E,
and T variables discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER V. THE CONTRASTIVE ANALYSES

5.0 This chapter. concerns the predictions that contrastive
analyses make about the difficulty that Japanese speakers
will have on each sentence of the Language Sampling Device
(LSD). The first part of this chapter deals with the
reasons for selecting the four contrastive analyses that
were ultimately, investigated (5.1), followed by a dis-
cussion of the variables that each analysis manipulates in
formulating predictions of difficulty (5.2). The next two
sections deal with the establishment of a corpus of Japa-
nese sentences with which the English LSD sentences could
be compared (5.3), and the descriptive analysis of both
the English and Japanese sentences (5.4). Section 5.6
describes the methods employed by the investigators to
extract predictions of difficulty from the sentence contrasts.
On the basis of the predictions alone, the four contrastive
analyses are then evaluated for the consistency with which
the investigators were able to obtain similar predictions
working independently (5.7).

5.1 Selection of the Contrastive Analyses.

Since no two contrastive analyses are fully equivalent,
varying both in the model of linguistic description which
represents the "descriptive base" and in the contrastive
methodology employed to derive predictions (the investigators
examined a large number of contrastive analyses - Japanese/
English as well as English/other languages - so as to select
representative analyses of significantly different types.
In essence, there are three broad classifications of des-
criptive models: the taxonomic (also known as "structural"),
the generative, and the stratificational model. Since no
contrastive analyses have been developed employing the last
of these three, the investigators selected two taxonomic
and two generative based analyses. The taxonomic based
analyses represent two quite diverse types, immediate con-
stituent analysis and sector analysis. Immediate constituent
analysis, best represented in the work of Charles C. Fries
(1952) is a form of analysis that depends to a great extent
on contextual definition of word classes, and the ways in
which word classes can cooccur in strings. Sector analysis
defines successive levels of sub-sentence "sectors" in
terms of the roles such sectors play in the next highest level.
Sector analysis is best represented in the work of Robert L.
Allen (1966). Both taxonomic models are oriented to the
evident surface structure of the language being described.
Generative models, on the other hand, assume that the surface
structures are inadequate representations of the real com-
plexity of language behavior, and that "deep" structure
representations (which are related to surface structure by
complex operations known as "transformations") are more
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appropriate. While there are now several quite different
generative "schools", the contrastive analyses based on the
generative model were developed in the early days of genera-
tivism, and follow the model proposed by Noam Chomsky (1957).
In the course of this project, the investigators do not
intend to reflect on the comparative validity of the various
models as adequate reflections of language.

The four model selected are hereafter designated
Kleinlans, Jackson, Hashimoto, and Stockwell (after their
principle aUTEUFF), and are described below.

Klein - ans:

Kleinjans,
Predictin
oun ea
1959:

Everett, A. Descriptive-CosTarative Study
Interference for Ja anese in Learnin En lish

ication atterns, o: ais an

The descriptive basis of Kleinjans is a structural
slot-filler model in the manner of C. C. Fries' (1952)
immediate constituent analysis.

Jackson:

Jackson, Kenneth L., English Middle Adverbs and the
Japanese Student, (Tokyo: Taishukan), 1970.

The descriptive basis of Jackson is sector analysis (of

the tagmemic analysis family) in the manner of Robert L.

Allen (1966).

Hashimoto:

hashimoto, Mitsuo George, From Japanese to English: A
Contrastive Analysis Based on a Transformational Model,
(unpublished PhD dissertation, Georgetown Univ.), 1967.

The descriptive basis of Hashimoto is transformational,
in the manner of N. Chomsky (1957).

Stockwell:

Stockwell, Robert P., Bowen, J. Donald, and Martin,
John. W., The Grammatical Structures of English and
Spanish (Contrastive Structure Series), (Chicago: Univ.

of Chicago Press), 1965.

The descriptive basis of Stockwell is also transforma-

tional in the manner of Chomsky (1957). Although both
Hashimoto and Stockwell are based on the same descriptive
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model, their contrastive methodologies differ significantly,
as described below (section 5.2).

5.2 Variables in the Predictions of Difficulty.

The primary assumption of any contrastive analysis is
the set of variables it designates as being the major factors
involved in difficulty causation. The secondary assumption
is the set of roles that these designated variables play in
difficulty. Most (but certainly not all) contrastive analyses
define the relevant variables, and then designate their roles
in terms of a hierarchy of difficulty, _(a system which takes
all possible variable interactions and locates them relative
to each other as sources of difficulty). The variables
and hierarchy of difficulty for each,of the_four analyses
is given below.

Kleinjans

Three variables are significant defined (Kleinjans, 203)
as:

a

FORM: "the simplest (or minimum) identificational
feature of the...structure, which-includes the
arrangements involved, and the shape of these
elements".

DISTRIBUTION: two things - (1) any variation in FORM,
(2) any restrictions placed on "the O'Ceurrence
of the FORM in the larger structural, patterns of
the language".

MEANING: "any structural meaning inherent in a.parti-
cular. pattern"

These variables interplay in a four-level hierarchy:

Level A (easiest): F,D,M all marked (+), i.e.,
the FORMS being contrasted_are judged to be
similar, as are also their DISTRIBUTIONS and
NEANINGS-

Level B: .tWo of F,D,M are marked (4.), the other-(-).
Level C: i-Wo- of F,D,N1 are marked (-), the other (+).
Level D: F,D,M are all marked, (-).

Jackon

Three variables re significant, -defined (Jackson, 150)

FORM: The word order patterns, of the item unaer analysis
(furt.lir specifiOrin-this study to'include its
level, sector, and filler in-terms of sector
analysis).
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DISTRIBUTION: shiftability of the item (whether or not
the relevant form can move to other locations in
the sentence).

MEANING: the dependency relationships that the form
has with other forms in the sentence.

It should be noted that the Kleinjans and Jackson
variables are defined quite differently despitetTel.
equiValence of label. The Jack-son Variables are utilized
in an eight-level hierarchy:

Level A
Level B:

(-)
Bl:
B2:
B3:

Level C:
Cl:
C2:
C3:

Level D:

(easiest): F",D,M are all marked (+).
the MEANINGS of the compared forms dissimilar

F,D marked (+)
F marked -(+), D marked (-)
F marked (-), D marked (+)
the MEANINGS of the compared forms similar (+),
F marked (+), D marked (-)
F marked. (-), D marked (+)
F,D both marked- (--)
F,D,M all marked (-).

,It "shbuld.-:be noted' that the;Kleinjans and Jackson hier-
archies are incompatible-in- the "B and C leirels,Thlito a
difference in'-'iheir thebretical interpretations of interference

HashiinOta--

TWo desCribed .(HashimOto, 34-36) ;
. .

TRANSLATION -EQUIVALENCE:- -inutnal ór .one-directional.
STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE: equivalent or non-equivalent

in four ways:
1. ChangeS' of wbrd "Order,
2. Structural change (change in dependency)

- 3._ Missing,'-element in target': language
4. Extra- -element in target language

Although Hashimoto _refers to the hierarchy of difficulty
suggested- by 'Nida . (19641,-'whi-ch ranks the:Ystructural differ-
ences aS-- being--- the cause"- of increasing difficulty in the
order above, Hashimoto ciaiinS.-to- make-no effort to create a
hierarchy of difficulty in his predictions. For this reason,
it was decided that each investigator should establish a
hierarchy of difficulty for_ the Hashimoto model, so that
Ultimate- c'omparitOn-lifithf- the, test-data would:- be more or less
comparable for all four analytic types. In so far as
Hashimoto stated that such a hierarchy was beyond the_ scope

:= of- his`-'WOirk (tt7:1- 37); ---the---:totiffeitires'bf the- hierarchy were
left--to eith_2:iiiirestigator--independently-:; within the scope of
the Ha.-Shiiiibtb:.frva.fiablet.--- ; = ,
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The hierarchies derived are:

(1) With the structural differences as defined above,
each kind of difference was associated with a
numerical_value:

change of word order: 1 point
structural change: 2 points
missing item-in TL: 3 points
extra item in TL: 4 points

In each contrast, the apparent structural differ-
ences are noted and their values summed, the total
representing the item's level of difficulty.

(2) Numerical values associated with the structural
changes:

change of word order: 1 point
structural change: 2 points
missing OR extra item in TL: 3 points
missing AND extra item in TL: 4 points

In each contrast, the most-highly valued difference
is noted and it's value represents the item's level
of difficulty.

(3) Each type of structural difficulty is given one
point, mutual translatability is valued at -1/2
point, the total for any one item doubled to give
whole numbers, and revalued upwards so that the
lowest value is 0.

(4) Each type of structural difference is given 1 point,
the level of difficulty for an item being repre-
sented by the sum of the differences.

(5) An approximate valuation of Hashimoto's apparent
hierarchy, from his comments in the discussion
section following each contrast. 0="no problem",
"no difficulty", etc., l="some difficulty", "slight
problem", etc., 2="definite problem", "difficult",
etc., and 4="very great problem", "exceptionally
difficult", etc.

To illustrate the differences among the above hierarchies,
the contrast of the English sentence "The book which I am
reading is interesting' and the Japanese sentence "Watakushi
ga yonde iru hon wa omoshiroi" was judged by each investigator
to involve both a word order change and an extra item in the
English sentence. Hierarchy (1) placed it at level 5, (2)
at level 3, (3) at level 6, (4) at level 4, and Hashimoto, in
his.discussion of the relative transformation, says "This is
a difficult TR for the Japanese student to learn", i.e.,
level 2.
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Stockwell

Three variables are described (Stockwell, p. 283):

CHOICE: three types:
1. No choice - element lacking in one of the

languages
2. Optional choice
3. Obligatory choice

STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY
FUNCTIONAL/SEMANTIC SIMILARITY

The concepts OPTIONAL and OBLIGATORY are nowhere de-
fined precisely in Stockwell, nor in the companion volume
(Stockwell and Bowen, 1961). In both texts, however, dis-
cussion implies that optionality is an absense of restric-
tion by prior context, and obligatoriness is the presence lof
restriction. STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY is a matter of "same
word order, same categories represented" (p.283), and
FUNCTIONAL/SEMANTIC SIMILARITY is described in these terms:
"though different in word order, the sentences match one-
for-one in having corresponding items as subject-verb-
object" (p. 283).

The Stockwell variables define a sixteen-level-hier-
archy, (cf. Table 5.1) with level one representing the level
of greatest difficulty.

TABLE 5.1

Levels of Difficulty according to Stockwell

NL STRUC FUNC/ TL
Level CHOICE SIMIL SEMAN CHOICE
1 ... OB(ligatory) (Most difficult)0
2 0 - OP (tional)
3 OP OP
4 OB OB
5 OP OB
6 OB + OP
7 OB - 0 (No choice)
8 OP 0
9 OP + OP

10 OB OB
11 OP OB
,12 OB OP
13 OP OB
14 OB , OP
ls OP OP
16 . , OB OB (Easiest)

(After
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The sixteen levels are divided, as indicated, into five major
level classes, within which distinctions are made by the
interplay of OP and OB.

Since the Stockwell model required that judgements of
optionality be made for each sentence, three investigators
were assigned the task of so doing independently. Speci-
fically, they were asked to judge whether the filling-in of
each blank space on the LSD would involve optionality on the
structural level in terms of the transformational model.
This task involved determining whether or not all of the
possible fillers would have the same transformational des-
cription. Tte results of the exercise (for the detailed
report and analysis, see Appendix D) indicated that the
investigators' independent motivations for marking option-
ality were only randomly related to each other. Unable to
obtain clear direction from a reading of Stockwell, it was
decided that the OP/OB variable could not sensibly be used
in this study, and that the Stockwell hierarchy would be
collapsed to the five major levels within which OP/OB
made finer distinctions. This hierarchy is given in Table
5.2, (reordered so that the highest level is the easiest,
to accord with the other hierarchies).

Level
1
2

3
4
5

TABLE 5.2

Modified Stockwell Levels of Difficulty

NL STRUC PUNC/ TL

0

(Easiest)

(Most difficult)

5.3 Sentence Items.

The contrasts according to the various analyses des-
cribed above apply to the sentences on the Language Sam-
pling Device and the prediction is that of the relative
difficulty that might be expected of the Japanese students
in correctly filling in the LSD blanks.

Since each contrast necessarily involves both an
English and a Japanese sentence, it was immediately re-
cognized that there would be a problem in determining an
appropriate set of Jdpanese sentences for the contrasts.
The investigators fir'st considered asking informants to
provide translations for the LSD items as they were (i.e.,
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with blank spaces, for example: to translate "I do
believe it" into Japanese), but it was decided that ITIT-T7aSk
would place too great a demand of the informants. In some
cases, the task might not be unreasonable, but for a large
number the task of "translating" would almost certainly be
meaningless. A second posSibility was congidered: asking
for translations of all the-possible sentences that could
be reasonably expected of.the filled-in LSD sentences. This
was rejected on the-basis of the fact that (a) it was not
known what the full range of possible fillers was and (b)
that in any case this would derive such a large number of
Japanese sentences as to make analySis far too time consuming
a job to complete within the time limits permitted. It was
decided, finally, to use only translations of the original
sentences from which the LSD was derived.

The implications of this decision cannot be fully assessed.
A prediction based on a specific sentence cannot (in theory)
be confidently apOlied to a different'sentence, so that, to
a certain extent, the predictions that are based on the
original filler cannot be said to have general force over
all possible fillers. Nevertheless, since in the construc-
tion of the LSD (as described in section 3.7 and Appendix C)
only items were used that showed a high consistency of cate-
gorical sameness in the fillers, It was felt that the same
consistency of response might be expected of the Japanese
students, at least enough so to minimize the effects of vari-
ation. This problem does not effect the LST, of course,
since the Japanese students are constrained to one correct
answer in that test.

Each sentence was independently translated by three
native speakers of Japanese who taught English at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii. These three translations were "normal-
ized" by the investigators --that is, differences in the
translations that could not be expected to'affect the con-
trast were merged. Thus, desu, de aru, and da were "nor-
malized" to one form, word7OrZer-Viiitions TiTot involved
in the contrast) were eliminated, apparently optional ele-
ments were parenthesized, and so on. Where differences
were considered potentially significant in terms of one or
another of the analyses, they were-preserved. In some cases,
the result wasa. single Japanese sentence for contrast,
while in other cases, three different sentences had_to be
contrasted with the English equivalent. The English and
Japanese sentences can be found in Appendix E.

5.4 Sentence Analyses.

The ,E4glish and Japanese sentences were given rough
descriptions accordimg to the _descriptive base of each. .
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analysis. For the Klein'ans, Hashimoto, and Stockwell analyses,
each investigator was expected to supp ement the rough de-
scription with his own knowledge of the linguistic analysis
involved and his understanding of the methods and motivations
of the person who designed the contrastive method. Jackson
provided a detailed sector analysis description of all English
and Japanese sentences (since none of the other investigators
were familiar with sector analysis), and some instruction in
the methods employed in contrasting them. Examples of the
descriptions for the sentences can be found in Appendix F.

5.5 Predictions.

Each investigator independently proceeded to extract pre-
dictions of difficulty for eadh sentence for each of the four
analyses. These predictions were cast in the form of the
hierarchies which the analyses' authors used, or, for the
Hashimoto study, in terms of the hierachy designed by the
investigator himself (cf. section 5.2).

In cases.where there were several Japanese sentences
that'must be contrasted with a single English contrast, the
investigators carried out all contrasts. Where the results
were the same, i.e., where the level of difficulty for the
sentence was the same for all of the Japanese sentences, that
prediction was used. Otherwise, it ws left to the discre-
tion of the investigator to decide which level was appropriate
or to list the item without any prediction at all.

Since the Kleinjans, Jackson, and Stockwell hierarchies
were determined by their iiiTEUFFT a "combined" prediction was
obtained for each sentence for these three analyses in the
following way: if two or more of the three investigators
agreed on the level of difficulty, that level was designated
the "average" prediction.

Thus each sentence was associated with three predictions
of a level of difficulty, Xl, X2, X3 (assigned by the three
investigators), and most of the sentences had a fourth, Xa
(the "combined"), for each of the Kleinjans, Jackson, and
Stockwell systems. The Hashimoto system had five predictions,
X1,...,X5, the fifth beiiii7RigEfRoto's set. 'These can be
found in tabular form in Appendix G. For, example, Table
5.3 shows the level of difficulty predictions assigned to
sentence 1.
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TABLE 5.3

Level of Difficulty Predictions (X) for each Contrastive
Analysis, by the Investigators

Kleinjans Jackson Hashimoto Stockwell

S# 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 4 15(H) 1 2 3 a

1 3 3 313 8 8 8 8 3 4 7 3 11 4 4 1 4

In addition, from each investigator's set of predictions
of level of difficulty gy, a gross prediction of difficulty
(e) was derived. The lowest level of difficulty (X) -igas
considered a prediction of "no difficulty", for which e = 0,
and all other levels of difficulty were considered "diffi-
culty", for which e = 1. For example, investigator 1, in
the Kleinjans system, assigned each item to one of four
level-g-ia difficulty, 1 to 4. Since Level 1 is the lowest
level (easiest), all sentences which were assigned X = I were
then assigned e = 0. Items for which X > I were assigned
e = 1. All e values are listed in Appendix H.

X and e are the predictive variables that will be cor-
related to .the actual difficulty found in the Japanese
performance on the LSD and LST. These correlations and their
analysis and interpretation will be found in Chapter 6.

5.6 Measures of Internal Consistency and Objectivity.

One aSpect of the evaluation of a contrastive analysis
is the ease with which independent investigators can apply
it to linguistic data, and the confidence that their results
would be consistent with other investigators' results on the
same data. The "ideal" contrastive analysis is one that
could 'be machine programmed, and would be wholly objective,
-requiring no subjective or intuitive response on 'the part of
the investigator. There is, however, considerable reason to
believe that a fully objective contrastive analysis has the
smme status as machine translation - i.e., that for theoretical
reasons such objectivity is probably beyond possibility. To
a certain extent, contrastive-analysis must always be depen-
dent on the talent bf the investigator. Obviously, howdver,
it cannot be the case thtt a particular analysis can be
highly valued if only its inventor can make it work to any
degree of success. In this section, the predictions made
by the various independently working investigators are com-
pared to determine the degree to which their predicticns are
consistent with each other.
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For each analysis, rank-order correlation coefficients
were obtained for every pairing of investigators, with the
Spearman rank-difference formula, and averaged . The coef-
ficients are reported in Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4

Rank-order Correlation Coefficients between the Investigators'
Predictions of Difficulty Levels

Kleinjans Jackson

2 3 2 3

1 .76 ;57 1 .70 .40b
2 1.00 .59 2 1.00 .65

Ave: .65 Ave: .60

Hashimoto Stockwell

2 3 4 5 (H) 2 3

1 .73 .77 .62 .68 - 1 .54 .31a
2 1.00 .85 .49 .60 Z 1.00 .oa
3 1.00 .46 .39
4 1.00 .69

-A ave: .30

Ave: .69 (not incl. H)

b p=.01 Otherwise, p=.001

As indicated in Table 5.4, the Stockwell analysis has
a very low index of prediction consistency, while the other
analyses do comparatively well. No data is available, nor
is there any theoretical means for appraising the objecti-
vity of the Kleinjans, Jackson, and Hashimoto studies on
the basis of the correlia5H-Foefficients reported above.
In other words, it is not possible to claim-that while they
do better than the Stockwell they are nevertheless inadequate

1Since it is not correct procedure to average correla-
tions of coefficients directly, the mean correlation
coefficient to Fisher's z function, averaging, and then
reconverting. See Quinn7McNemar, Psychological Statistics,
Newltrark: John Wiley_and Sons, 1962, p. 140.
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or adequate. It can be seen, however, that the level of
consistency with which predictions are made fall well short
of the level of the consistency with which difficulty is
found - .85 and .89 for the LSD andIST respectively among-
the eleven groups of Japanese tenth graders (see Chapter-
3) - and it may be felt that predictive consistency should
at least attain the level of the consistency of the phe-
nomena it is predicting. In this case, of-course, none of
the analyses may be said to be adequate.

5.7 Summary

Four contrastive analyses were selected for evaluation
in this project: Kleinjans, a taxonomic model employing
immediate constituent analysis-, Jackson, a taxonomic model
employing sector analysis, Hashimoto, a generative model
whose methodology is strictly related to transformational
operations, and Stockwell, a generative model whose con-
trastive methodology is nevertheless strongly surface-
structure oriented.

The variables that are deemed significant by each of
the analyses are:

Kleinjans: form, meaning, and distribution, each de-
fined according to an immediate constituent model;

Jackson: form, meaning, and distribution, each defined
according to a sector analysis model;

Hashimoto: translatability and structural differences
(of which four types are defined transformation-
ally);

Stockwell: Choice, structural similarity, and func-
tionil/semantic similarity.

Each analysis employs a hierarchy except Hashimoto, for
which five hierarchies were independently developed, four by
the investigators and the fifth based on Hashimoto's con-
trastive notes. (These hierarchies are not repeated in this
summary, and may be found in section 5.2).

Japanese sentences equivalent to the English sentences
on the LSD were obtained from Jaiiinese informants at the
University of Hawaii_ All English and Japanese sentences
were described in terms Of each analysis, and the investi-
-gators---applied tfie contrastive methodology of each analysis
to the sentences to obtain predietions of difficulty levels
for each. These predictions will be correlated with the
patterns of Japanese errors (cf. Chapter 3) in Chapter 6 to
obtain indices for evaluating the predictive capacity of the
four analyses.
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The four analyses were then evaluated for the consistency
by which each analysis ranked the forty items of the LSD in
terms of difficulty. levels. Correlating the rankings achieved
by the different -investigators in- each analysis, it was found
that the Stockwell analysis had_ an average correlation coef-
ficient that was only barely significant (.30), and that the
other three achieved levels between .60 and .69, much better
than the Stockwill, but not necessArily particularly good.
It was concluded that the objectivity of all the analyses is
deficient, the Stockwell especially so.
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-CHAPTER VI. THE POWER OF CONTRASTIVE ANALYSES TO PREDICT
DIFFICULTY-.

6.0 In this chapter, the power of contrastive analyses to
predict difficulty will be evaluated. Four indices of pre-
dittive capacity will be derived-by-correlating the pre-
dicted levels of difficulty-with the actual performance of
the Japanese students on the LSD and the-LST. As was noted
in 'Chapter 3, analysis of- the perfomance.2.similarities among
the various Japanese Students indicated that between 404
and 604 of the performance similarities-May be accounted
for by the two commonalities of their all being native
speakers of Japanese, and their all learning English under
the Japanese educational system. It was also noted that it
was not possible to distinguish between these two factors.
Nevertheless, it may be presumed that the native language
commonality accounts for some portion of the 40% - 6040
and it is that portion that the contrastive analyses being
evaluated are presumed to be predicting. In other words,
there is apparently room within which the contrastive
analyses can perform significantly if they are in fact
adequate.

The predictive variables that go into the indices are
X and e, the predictions of level of difficulty and gross
predictions of difficulty respectively (see Chapter 5 for
full descriptions of each, and Appendices G and H for tables
of X and e).

The performance variables that go into the indices are
E (and its variants El, E2, E3), P, and T, or gross perfor-
mance difficulty, percentage correct, and tenacity of dif-
ficulty respectively (see Chapter 3 for full description of
each).

6.1 The Indices.

Four indices of predictive power are calculated in the
form of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients
between the rank-orders predicted by e and X and the actual
rank-orders as indicated by E (and its variants), P, and T.
In the tables below, no correlation smaller than ±0.257,
the minimum correlation that is significant at the 0.05
level for a one-tailed test with forty degrees of freedom,
will be reported. In such a case, three dots (...) will be
employed. Otherwise, the reportage in the tables will re-
flect the following three possible events.

1. an underlined coefficient will be used to indicate
the three investigators' correlations averaged
together, if this is above 1-.257.
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2. a simply-reported coefficient will indicate that
the first case does not apply, but that the "com-
bined" prediction (cf. 5.5) achieved significant
value.

3. a coefficient reported in parentheses indicates
that neither of the above cases apply, but that
one of the investigators' predictions correlated
significantly.

The above three possible events are understood to be
in decreasing order of value. In the first case, all three
investigators probably score in the "significant" range. In
the second, the "pooling" of-predictions is seen as having
a resultant significance, whereas in the third event, a
single investigator stands isolated. As it turns out, the
three events are generally implicatorily related, i.e., if
event 1 is applicable, events 2 and 3 were also, and so on.
As will be seen below, the analyses will be evaluated in
terms of their performance in achieving significant results
in the above three cases.

Gross capacity of Prediction (eE, èE1, .êE2', eE3). These
correlation cor'ficients represent various calculations of
the relationshil. between the gross predictions of difficulty
and the gross occurrence of difficulty, and are found in
Table 8.1.

TABLE 6.1

Gross Capacity of Prediction

LSD LST

Analysis 1 eE3 eE1 eE2 eE3

Kleinjans ... ... ... 000
Jackson ... . . ... -.332 -.376
Hashimoto ... ... ... ... lb

Stockwell . .. (.331) .333 40

The main conclusion concerning the gross capacity of con-
trastive analyses to predict difficulty is that it hardly
exists. Those few significant correlations are only barely
significant, and there are-no cases of the most highly
valued event (in which all investigators score significantly).
The Jackson and the Stockwell systems do approximately
equally well, but it is important to note that the Jackson
coefficients are negative while the Stockwell coefficients
are positive. To the degree that the results are significant,
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they are incompatible as well. The negative results with the
Jackson-system imply' that the liierarchy of difficulty must
be wholly -reversed - i.e., that similarity, andnot differ-
ence, is the major element causing difficulty.

Relative-gross capacify-of-Prediction (eP). Since the
relative difficultyds a more finely tuned version of gross
capaCity, the values-are-expected to be lower generally. It
was not surprising, therefore, to discover that in the entire
set of eP correlations, only one investigator achieved a
sigAificant score,'as reported in 'Table 6.2. Under the cir-
cumstances, with respect to this measurement no analysis may
be said to have achieved any significant capacity. (That the
one correlation is negative is consonant with expectation,
since'P is actually ordered 'opposite to e).

TABLE 6.2

Relative Gross Capacity (eP

Analysis

1

...

Kleinjans -- ...

Jaason -- , .,.. ...

Hashimoto ... ...
Stockwell -.295)

LSD LST

Capacity to Predict Relative Difficulty (XP). This inaex
represents the relative predictive capacity of a contrastive
analysis or, in_particular, the value of its hierarchy of
difficulty as represexhing-real levels-of difficulty. Since
P is actually the percentage of correct response, such that
the higher tbe value the easier the item is presumed to be,

_

and since X. is ordered oppositely - sUccessive levels indi-
cate increasing difficulty,_ the expected correlation coeffi-
cients are negative. The results are reported in Table 6.3.

TABLE 6:3

Capacity to Predict Relative Difficulty (XP)

Analysis-- LSD .- LST
Kleinjans ...,
Jackson 1 .266 j-342
Hashimoto
Stockwell

,
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Only the Jackson system may,be said-to achieve significant
results, illTeT.t only slightly greater than the minimum level
reported. Again, the Jackson coefficients are opposite in
sign to those expected.

Capacity to predict Tenacity (XT). While no analysis
claims to measure the possible 'tenacity" --of the 'difficulty
of an item, it -was felt that 'Since there-is -a denionitrable
relationship between ,P and T (with correlations between P
and T of -.476 on the LSD-and -.560 fon the LST), predic--
tive hierarchy might be expected to correlate with tenacity.
At any rate, since the hierarchies relate so poorly to real
difficulty; -they might -do better ;with tenacity. The resu ts
-are reported in Table 674.

TABLE 64

Capacity to predict Tenacity (XT

Analysis
ICleinjans
Jackson
Hashimoto
Stockwell

LSD
.

(-3298)

Once again, the resultS-ire gefierallY_poor and only the
Jackson system can be given ,any credit for attaining -signi-
Ti.cat predictive 6apacity. Once again, -it must be noted
that the coefficients, are opposite in sign to those ex-.
pected.

As a summary of the evaluation of the predictive per-
formance-of :the various analyses, _point values_ were- asso-
ciated with the three- eyent ty'pes:. -.three points foi event
1, two points for event-2, and one point for:event-3
(see section 6.1 for a definition and explanation of these
events). The-points -achieired- by.any one analyis-_in all the
tests were summed (with a poisible maximum of -42 pointt),
and,are reported in Table.6.5.

TABLE_6-5

Contrastive Analysis Performahce Points

Analysis'
Kleinj ans
Jackson
Hashimoto
Stockwell

Points

12
0
6

,
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Honors must -be given ,to_the Jacson systein of contrastive .

second..place-to ,Stoclwell; :and Kleinjans and
Hashimoto trail . .

6.2 Conclusions.

--_No,-,analysis demonstrates a consistent ability to predict
linguistic, performance to -a -high degree. There are indica-

:. tions that ,- -however,' -,one .of the _basic assumptions - that
difficulty and linguistic difference are directly related
is incorrect.

What is .perhaps,most notable_about the Jackson resultsis the fact that every correlation coefficiepposite
in sign to those expected. This fact, coupled with the fact
that the Jackson system scored best is suggestive of the
possibiliiTtEat one of the basic tenets of contrastive anal-
ysis is wrong, that "difference" does not, in fact, correlate
with "difficulty" If- the Jackson-results are significant,
they can only be interpreted in the light that, somehow,
relative -sithilarity correlated with relative-difficulty.
This does ndt; -bf doUrSe.; acciitfoir the fact that the other
analyses did poorly relative to Jackson. One possible ex-
planation for this is thit.the Jackson hierarchical variables
were better-motivated than the Ffh7F-Inalyses' variables (i.e.
were more closely matched to the presumptive ireal' variables
involved in linguistic transfer). Another possible expla-
nation_is .the greater .value of sector analysis in contrastive
anaiysis. No attempt 'is ,made in this project to-analyze the
differences- among the- four .analyses s. however, since even if
Jackson is "better"; it is not really very good, having a
sporadic and generally low-leirel performance.
.6..3 Summarr,

This chaPter ciineirne;d:=-the relationships between the
predictions- obtainek fro* the fOUit cOntrastive analyses and
the data: on p.e.rformancec difficulty- among the Japanese sub j ects .
Four indices were calculated, all.on the basis of Pearson
proddct-moment Correlation coefficients., These indices are:
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2.

3.

(eE)

(eP)

(XP)

Index of gross cdPacity to predict gross
difficulty,
Index of gross capacity to predict relative
d.iff,iculty,
Index, of capacity to predict relative
difficulty,-

4. (XT) Index of capacity to_predict error tenacity.
`
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Correlation coefficients were reported only if they were
greater than ±.257, below which they are nonsignificant for
a two-tailed test at p = .05, and were reported in three
grades, the most valuable of which was the case in which the
three investigators' correlation coefficients averaged more
than ±..257, the next in which the "combined" coefficient was
greater than ±.257, and the last of which being the case in
which only one of the three investigators achieved a coef-
ficient above ±.257.

In the indices so calculated, there was only one occur-
rence of the most highly valued case, five in which the "com-
bined" coefficient was significant, and six individual in-
vestigators' significant coefficients. Of these, only one
was higher than .400, five fell between .300 and .400, and
six between .257 and .300. In general, the analyses' per-
formances were sporadic and only barely above the minimum
level of significance.

Of the four analyses, onlY the Jackson system could be
said to be consistent, having the liWETFFEare of reported
correlations (fully, half). It may be significant that all
of the correlation coefficients reported under the Jackson
system are opposite in sign to those expected. The on y way
to interpret this fact is to hypothesize that the Jackson
hierarchy, must be revalued, such that the directioT7RIii-
creasing difficulty is in the opposite direction to the one
hypothesized by Jackson. This may mean that difficulty is
not, in fact, ddrectly related to linguistic differences,
but instead to linguistic similarity.

If this were the case, however, then one would expect
the other analyses to reflect the same reversal in sign,
which is not consistently so. There is, simply, insufficient
data by which to speculate further.

In sum, even the Jackson system must be considered as
being sporadic and peinTEEEE at a relatively low level. The
main conclusion of this chapter is that contrastive analyses
are still at so primitive a stage that they are unable to
perform well predictively.
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CHAFTER VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO4MENDATIONS-

7.0 This study attempted to test three aspects of the
.problem of validity of contrastive analysis as a means for
predicting errors cir problems for second language learners:
the constandy of foreign-language errors, the objectivity
of the methods an& procedures of contrastive analysis, and
the capacity of contrastive analyses-to make accurate predic-
tions. The conclusions from this study -related to these
three aspects of the problem of validity reported in turn
below are, both discouraging to -practicioners of contrastive
analysis and encouraging to -contrastive theorists.

7.1 Errors were found ta be fairly constant for Japanese
learners of -English in spite Of differences in geographic,
socio-economic, dialectal, pedagogical; etc. backgrounds.
This suggests that the output of a contrastive analysis can
be generalized for all speakers of a given language even
if only a single dialect of the source language is contrasted
with a single dialect of the target .language.

Errors-were also found to decrease number through
time. The intrinsic English difficulty of the tests plays
a significant role, accounting -for between 15t and 35% of
the conunonality of difficulty among the subjects,-after_two
or three years of English study --.the point at which the per-
formance of the Japanese subjects matched that of the Amer-
ican subjects. At this point, -common /anguage and culture
and-a common educational system appear, to be -more important
factors in error production, accounting for 40t to 60% of
the commonality of performance.

The factor-of 'ignorance' of English which is assumed
to be the majar-aspect of differing levels, plays what may
be a dominant role in the first two years of English study,
but seems to disappear as a significant factor in later
acquisition. This suggestion.- is based on so little data,
however, -as to be almost wholly unsubstantiated, and re-
quires a great deal 'More research before it can,confidently
be asserted. Even so,'item.s which are difficult initially
tend to remain so for a period of six years. This suggests
that the predictions made by a contrastive analysis would
be as adequate for the first year learner as for the sixth.

7.2 The methods and procedures of contrastive analysis were
found to be deficient in objectivity in the sense that the
methods could be replicated by other investigators. While
total objectivity is, perhaps, like machine translation, an
impossibility, at the present time-, this finding suggests
that extant contrastive analyses are fairly subjective and
are only able to make correct generalizations about the
errors of language learners if the analyst has some a priori
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knowledge of what those errors are. In any case, the output
of a contrastive analysis remains a hypothesis about errors
the student may make and must be compared with his actual
usage.

7.3 In terms of the capacity of contrastive analyses to
make accurate predictions, it must be concluded that the con-
trastive analyses examined failed utterly to predict the
problems that Japanese students would have on either of the
tests administered, at least in terms of the analyses' given
assumptions.

The Jackson method, however, achieved a certain adequacy
--albeit sporadic and minor--but only if the basic contras-
tive assumptions that "difference causes difficulty" is re-
versed. Since the Jackson correlations were minor (seldom
being greater than 0.35) and sporadic, it is impbssible to
conclude firmly that, in fact, this theoretic reversal is
valid. Nevertheless, there is-no substantiation whatsoever
for the concept that linguistic difference is a cause of
difficulty.

If the reversal is a valid one, in any case, there is
no direct explanation for the fact that only the Jackson
method achieved significant predictive adequacy and none of
the others did. It may be that the explanation lies in the
fact that the Jackson variables were nearly untranslatable
into the terms of the variables of the other analyses, and
that, say, one or another, of the Jackson variables somehow
reflected a real factor involved in foreign language diffi-
culty. If this is the case, the data do not provide explo-
ration into the nature of the variables that might have so
reflected some aspect of language learning reality. This
is without question, an area that demands additional research.

In effect, this study seems to indicate that contras-
tive analysis can make, in theory, a large contribution to
the preparation of materials for second-language learning,
but that the state of the art today is so primitive that,
in practice, it does not. What is required is substantial
research into the very basics of the theory of the mechanics
of language interference, and into the relevant variables
that must play a role in interference.

7.4 On the basis of the findings of this study, the inves-
tigators make the following recommendations:

1. Materials for second-language learning should be
based on descriptions of the target language and not on the
output of contrastive analyses (until such time as contras-
tive linguistic theory becomes tenable);
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2. More testing of "vertical" grades ill Japan and
testing in a number of areas where native speakers.of other
languages may be cross-correlated with the Japanese and
American should be carried out, perhaps, to uncover some
universal bases for,error production.

3. Factor analyses of the variables accounting for
commonality of errors for learners with the same amount of
learning experience should be carried out-in order td"tease
out the degree to which linguistic rather than psychological
or sodibfogical factors affect second-language learning, if
at all.

4. Factor ana-ysis of the variables related to igno-
rance of the target language is indicated in order to assess
the pbini in second language acquisition when native lan-
guage competence begins to interfere.

S. Extensive basic research'is needed in the mechanics
of language interference and the variables that play a role
in it.
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APPENDa A

LANGUAGE SAMPLING TEST

The examiner will read these instructions. Please do
not open your test booklet until he has finished.

INSTRUCTIONS:

I. Fill in the information asked for on the separate answer
sheet.

2. Then, read the following instructions carefully, and be
sure you understand dem fully before you begin the test.

3. If you have any questions, ask the examiner before the
test begins.

4. There are forty sentences with blanks in them in this
Language Sampling Test. Under each sentence, there are
four words and you are to choose the word which will make
the sentence a -good English sentence.

There is only one correct answer for each sentence. Blacken
only one space on the answer sheet with the speciaA pencil
the examiner will give you. If you make a mistake or want
to change an answer, be sure to erase the mistake very care-
fully.

Please do not write in this test booklet. Mark ynur answers
in the proper column on the answer sheet.

7. Please answer all of the problems.

8. You don't have much time so do not spend a lot of time on one
problem or you will not have time to complete all forty items.

EXAMPLE:

El The boy the house.
(a) sees
(b) see
(c) seen
(d) is

The correct answer for El is "(a) sees." To show that "(a)"
is the correct answer, blacken the space under "(a)" on your answer
sheet.

Check to see that your name is on your answer sheet. Then, open
your test booklet and begin the test.
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1. I can
(a) no
(b) not
(c) ever
(d) yet

. Mary
last 17iiik.
(a) comes
(b) went
(c) was
(d) go
They dont t hafe
(a) any
(b) none
(c) no
(d) yet

to

Page One

AFmmanx A .(c.orit.)

9. I that movie laSt night.
(al-leen
(b) went
(c) saw
(d) gone

school with me 10. I. read a book.
(a) teacbei
(b) novel
(c) child
(d) new

U. They to visit us in Prance.
(a) mrdEt
(b) used
(c) has
(d) suppose

Her is on the table.
(a) inVays
(b) hands
(c) pretty
(d) book

John know her.

(b)
(c) doesn' t
(d) not

She waiting. for us.
(a) -IF-
(b) may
(c) be .

_ /(d) are

12. she feel well?
(b) Is
(c) Does
(d) Wills

13. Let's home as soon as
possible':
(a) go
(b) went
(c) going
(d) to go

We saw last week.
(a) us
(b) they
(c) him
(d) your

14. he go to school this
riorning?
(a) How
(b) Is
(c) Had.
(d)

15. He look at this thin
(a)ilOuld
(b) has
(c) not
(d) do

Are you to New York?
(a.) go
(b) went
(c) gone
(d) going

16. He has lost both
(a) slipper
(b) shoes
(c) two
(d) them



Amigim# A (it.)
Page Two

17. he come with
can

"(h) Pa
(c) Is
(d) No

me?

18. home

(a) my
(b) go
(c) gone
(d) went

19. The boy
fa-th.er.
(a) warmly
(b) that
(c) was
(d) will

25. I not seen him today.
arTave

(b) 'arn
(c) will
(d) do

26. of the boys have come.
_-(aly No

(b) Pirs t
(c) All
(d) Nuch

seen by his 2 . The girl spol-e is my
best frieiiaT.

havino
(h) whop
(c) he
(d) that

movie. 28.1 re-., ..John
New7Wrk .
(a) would
(b) wish
(c) wants
(d) will

20. I Tient to .see a-
(a) long
(b) crying
(c) today
(d) actor

21. Please talk to
(a) ti-ley
(b) him
(c) girl
(d) ouietly
I don't have Tnuch
:(a)i foods
(b) pencil
(c) water
(d) ideas

about i

23. will they arrive?
Tel'. What
(b) Time
(c) There
(d) When

to go..Ao

29. Read the Look you have.
(a) if
(b) which
(c) carefully
(d) who

We John walking to his
houiF77

(a) hored
(b) saw
(c) reminded
(d) would

31. They looked at the boy.
(a) very
(b) run
(c) big
(a) two



33. She is the girl(a) first
(h) pretty
(c) friends
(d) that

3 .

-35.

will,you
(_iT What ---
(b) Not
() Po
(d) How

ry, mother
(a) not
(b) yet
(c) no
(d) si7e

you saw in school.

36. The water
(a) had
(h) was

(d) would

old are youT.
TIT How.
(1) what
(c) Twelve
(d) --You

John' aid
(a) rust
(h) no
(c) he
(d) not
We had
(a) him
(b) known
(c) saw
(d) to

that he mould come.
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1. I can
...

see him.

/I

b nyt
o ever
d yet

2. Mary to school with me
last ii114

1

o was
d go

They don't have .

b none
a no

any

: . :4 ,,yet --_
--

4. Her is on the table.

1

8 Ilfays
t hands

cds g:OTY

John know her.

1 1

a also
b no
a do esn ' t
d twit,

Page One

'Amu= A (C=16)

=,

I that movie last night.

1

a seen

o saw
d gonel.,

,

10. I read a book.

1

ia teaoar
b =ova
a- child
& new-

11. They to visit us in Prance.

1

a saliSt
b used
c has
d suppose

.., she feel well?
Girl
Is
Does
Willa

13. Let's home alik soon as

rossi0 going
b vent

bro:
a go

1d to go

She waiting for Us. 14. he go to school this
a W. lifikning?

1 1

: be7 b Is
a how

d are c Had
d Did

We saw last week&
at us 15. Ns ____ look at this thing.

lo
him

1 they

d your a not
d do

b has

Are you
Ia So He has lost both
b went -a- slipper
a gone b shoes
d going 0 two

4 them

001



17. he come with me?
Can

b Do
Is

(d ) No

16. I home at 8:00 last
ni7UT.

1

aY my
b go
0 gone
d went

19. The boy seen
father.
Ia) warMly

that
c: was
d will

by his

20. Iwent to see a movie.

1

b
long
crying

c today
d) actor

21. P]eaSe talk to
they

(b him
(c girl-
(A quietly

22. I don't have much .

la foodS'

c , water
b pencil

1(d ideas

about it.

) wilr.they arrilre?
57 What

(c There
(d When

Page Two

AmmaanX A (Omit.)

25. I n10t_Seeh, him-today.
(aiEave:,..

c) will:
d) do

26. Of the boys have come.
No
First
All

d Much

27. The'girl: 'spoke. S my
b6st friend.

1

ti =rig
c) he
4) tha

28. He John togo to
New York.-
Ia) would:

wish-

'

p, wantS
d Alin

29. Head the:boOk

(b which
(c, carefully
cd who

you have.

. We John waIking to his
hodii7

hoped
-lb saw
jc reminded.
(4) would

--4
.., . They-looked at .the boy.

I

a) very
lal run.

d
1 big

two

.32. you lite that man?
17T Do.

C
Have

I Homr
Id Who

The-school has lost ono
teachers.

a more -.
b its
) school

d all
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33. She 1 8 the girl, :you saw n school...

1

a
b pre tty- '
6 friends
d that

34. will you do it?
What

Do
d How

b Not

35. My mother is here.
not

d

b yet-
o
) she

no

36. The water -- finished...(a had
'Ib was
c did
d would

37. old are you?
How
yhat
Twelve
You

before we arrived,

38. John-did agreik with me,
must

b no
c 'he
d nOt_

39. We had -,.that he would Oome.

1 /

a him.-
b known
o .saw
d to

Is there T. order for me?
a new
b of

1
ro. ..
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? 4 3

The examiner will read these instructions. Please donot open your test booklet until he has finished.

INSTRUCTIONS:

]. Fill in the information
2. Then, read the following

sure you understand them
test.

asked for above.

instructions carefully, and be
fully before you begin the

If you have any questions, ask the examiner before thetest begins.

4. There are forty sentences in
Each sentence has a blank in
single word which was taken

the Language Sampling Device.
it. This blank represents a
out of the sentence.

5. Try to guess what word was tal-en out and then write theword you decide on in the blank. PE SURE YOU USEONLY ONE wORD IN A BLANK. DO.NOT USE ANY NArMS.
6. Check your sentence to rake sure it is good English andthen go on to the next sentence.
7. If you think of several words which could be put inthe blank;--ehoose one of them. flaybe you'll guess theword that was-t-aken out of the sentence.
8. Please fill in all of -11e_Planks.
9. Do not spend too much tine answe-ting-_one sentence oryou will not have time to corplete ail forty sentences.
]0. The sare word may be used in rore than one sentence.
]]. Remember, USE ONLY ONE VORD IN A BLANK and DO NOT USEANY PROPER NAMES.
EXAMPLE: The boy the house.
]. 1.any words such as "sees, saw, entered, likes," and so oncan be used in this sentence.

Words like "lived in" cannot be used because there are twowords, "lived" and "in`r. however, contractions like "don't,can't and so on ray be used.
. Also, "see" cannot be used in the Example because "The boysee the house.- is not a good English sentence.

Be sure your name in on your paper and then please begin the test.
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1. I do
believe it.

2.

Have you any money? Ni haven't

Her

late to school last week.

is at 25 South Street.

He
speak English yet.

They
waiting.

Cive

He is

She

a drink.

10. John is an

11.

2.

a book.

a party last night.

person.

to come at 10:00.

you help us?

Let.s a visit to New York.

A



15. You

Page Two
Awn= D Cant.)

she have any?

16. I worked there three full

1?.

read this story.

I go now?

18. School at 9: 00 last y4ar.

19. A child

20. I've written a

loved by its mother.

21. She isn't here. Rave you seen

22. A book contains much

story about it.

23. does school close?

24. We gave one book to

2-5. John been sick.

2 gave me

boy.

of them.

27. Is he the man sells food?

Lk.



28.. I

29. The book

Page Three
APPENDDE B (Cont )

someone to read it ,.to me.

very interesting.

30. I

31. I wrote him a

I am reading is

him coining.

letter.

32. you come all the way by foot?

33. There. are times
early.

34. did it happen?

735. Six and two do .

36. The food

one must be

make ten.

eaten..

agree.

/a7
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The boy the house.
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APPENDIX B (Cont.)I do
believe it.

late to sdhool last week.

Have you any money? We haven t.

4. Her
is at 25 South Street.

He

9peik'3ng11sh yet.

They

waiting.

z-
Give

a drink.

He is
a book.

She
a party last night.

10. John is an
person.

11. Be
to dime at 10:000

12,

13. Let s

you help Us?

a visit to New "fork.
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15.

16.
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she have any?

read this story.You

I worked there three full

17. I go now?

School at 9:00 last year.

19. A child loved by its mother.

20. I've written a story about it.

21. She isn't here. .Hsive you seen

22. A book contains much

23. does school close?

gave one book to boy.

25. John beea sick.

26. He gave me of them.

Is he the man sells fobd?



28.
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someone to read it to me

29. The book am readinvis
very interesting.

hit, coming.

31. I wrote him a

32. - you .come all_ the way' 'by rciot?

2here are times
early.

did it happen?

35. six and two do

36. The fC.Cd eaten.

. one Taint be

37. is your name?

make ten.

38. John thought so but I agree.

9. He had an important man.

40. man I saw had no feet.



APPENDIX C

TEST CONSTRUCTION

The construction of the Language Sampling Devide (LSD).
and the Language Sampling Test (LST) was constrained physi-
cally in two ways. Firs.% the investigators were limited
by the schools in Japan to two fifty-minute periods per
class in which to administer the tests. The investigators
tentatively calculated that within a fifty-minute period
there would be ample time for instructions and lifty ques-
tions. More questions would raise the probability that
significant numbers of students might be pressed for time,
which would affect their performance negatively. An experi-
mental edition of the LSD of fifty items was, therefore,
tried out on three native speakers of English, ages 8, 9,
and 9 1/2. They were all able to complete the fifty items
in a period of from thirteen to twenty-six minutes. Experi-
mental copies of the fifty-item LSD were also sent to Japan
and were tested on three Japanese seventh-graders who were
able to complete the test in thirty-five minutes. If Japa-
nese students were able to complete fifty 'cloze' procedure
items in thirty-five minutes, it was assumed that other
students could easily complete fifty multiple-choice items
in the same amount of time or less. This would make the
tests power tests in the sense that at least eighty per cent
of all students could attempt the fifty items on both tests
in two fifty-minute periods.

Secondly, given the,fifty-item limit, it would be im-
possible to obtain data on the total English performance of
the Japanese informants. Therefore, the investigators ini-
tially decided to limit the tests to measures of Noun-Phrase
structures, Verb-Phrase structures, Negative structures, In-
terrogative structures, and a limited set of lexical items
(Bendix, 1966).

Rather than distribute the questions evenly among the
five areas of interest, the investigators decided that the
Noun-Phrase and Verb-Phrase structures should be more heavily
represented in that the various possibilities in these are
far, richer than in the others. The final assignment is shown
in Table C.1.

The specific procedures followed in constructing the
LSD and LST included the following steps:

Step I. Defining Verb-Phrase structures, Noun-
Phrase structures, Negative structures, In-
terrogative structures, and Lexical items in
terms of word class categories.
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TABLE C.1

Initial Blueprint of the

Verb-Phrase Structures:
Noun-Phrase Structures:
Negative Structures:
Interrogative Structures:
Lexical Items:

APPENDIX C-(cont.)

Tests

15 items
15 items
8 items
7 items
5 items

Step II. Selecting sentences to be used in LSD.

Step III. Writing the LSD items and instructions.

Step IV. Administering an experimental form of the
: LSD to native speakers of English and editing

_the items on the basis of their performance.

Step V. Writing the items and distractors for
the LST,.

Step VI. Reproducing the LSD and LST for wider
. use in collecting samples from informants.

The details of each of these steps are discussed in turn
below.

Each of the structures to be tested was defined in terms
of word-class categories. Noun-Phrase structures were de-
fined as Head Nouns, Left-Branching Modification Structures,
Right-Branching Modification Structures, and Noun Substitutes.
Head Nouns were further defined as Count Noun, singular,
Count Noun, plural, and Mass Noun. Left-Branching Modifi-
cation Structures included Adjectives, Determiners, and Pre-
Determiners. Right-Branching Modification Structures were
redefined as Relative Pronouns and Norm Substitutes as
Pronouns and Function Nouns. Verb-Phrase structures were
defined as Main Verbs, Auxiliary, structures, and Verb Com-
plement structures. Nain Verbs were further subdivided
according to formal characteristics: Verb 0, + -s, + -ed,
+ -en, and + -ing. Auxiliary structures were categorized
according to the form of the Main Verb they occur before,
i.e., Auxiliary + V -02 + V. -ing, + V -en, or + to V. Verb
Complements were defined in terms of the form of the Comple-
ment following the Main Verb with or without an intervening
Noun Phrase, i.e., Main Verb (±Noun Phrase) + V -0, + to V,
or V -ing. Negative structures were defined as any single
word having negative meaning, e.g., NOT, NO, NOTHING, NOR,
DIDN'T, etc. InterrogatiVe structures were defined as ques-
tions containing an interrogative word such as WHAT, WHEN,
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APPENDIX C (cont.)HOW, etc., or questions without interrogative words butformed by transformation of the Auxiliary before the Sub-ject Noun Phrase. The lexical items were defined according
to Bendix (1966) and included: FIND, GIVE, GET, KEEP, TAXE.

For each of the categories defined, an alphabetical
list of tokens for each of the categories was obtained from
a list of the first SOO-words on the Kucera-Francis fre-
quency list (1967), i.e., words ranging from 69,971 to 194
occurrences in a million words. The list of tokens was li-mited to the first 500 in order to reduce any interference
in the testing procedure from vocabulary unknown to the in-
formant, thus making the tests more purely measures of syn-
tactic structures.

The blueprint for the tests was then redefined in number
of.tOkens,for..each of the word-class categories as,shown inTable C,2

TABLE. C.2

Initial Blueprint of the Tests Defined in Word-Class Categories

1. Noun-Phrase Structures:
a. Noun - 3 tokens
b. Adjectives - 3 tokens
c. Determiners - 3 tokens
d. Relatives - 3 tokens
e. Noun Substitutes - 3 tokens

2. Verb-Phrase Structures:
-a. Main Verbs - 6 tokens

b. Auxiliaries - 6 tokens
c. Complements - 3 tokens

3. Negative Structures:

4. Interrogative Structures
a. Wh- Questions - 3 tokens
b. Regular Questions - 4 tokens

15 items

15 items

8 itens

7 items

5. Lexical Items: 5 items

Twice the number of required tokens for each category
were then randomly selected from the alphabetical lists, using
a random numbers table for the mumbers 1 - 99. Each of the
selected tokens was then defined semantically in terms of its
most freqdent meaning. Semantic frequencies of the selected
tokens were obtained from Michael West's GENERAL SERVICE LIST.
A semantic index for each token was obtained by multiplying
the number of occurrences on the Kucera-Francis list by the
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APPENDIX C (cont.)
semantic frequency. If the-resulting product was greater
than 194, the word was defined in that Meaning. If not, the
wiirAL was rejeCted,and another word selected'randomly until
the number of desired tokens 'was obtained. The purpose of
the semantic index was to further control interference in
the tests fromunlmown vocabulary.

Sentences-containing the selected tokens were obtained
from the entry for the token in the THORNDIKE CENTURY JUNIOR
DICTIONARY. If nb sentences could be found, WesX's GENERAL
SERVICE LIST and THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE were each coniulted in turn until sentences were
obtained for each of the 100 selected tokens.

The Thorndike dictionary was consulted first because
nearly every entry has a simple sentence illustrating the
use of the word which is comprehensible to most children.
The West list was consulted second because its definition
of semantic meanings is in illustrative sentence fragments
which are simple to understand. The RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY
was consulted last because its illustrative sentences tend
to be more complex.

All of the words in each of the 100 sentences thus ob-
tained Were checked against-the Kucera-Francis list to see
if their frequency characteristics were within the first
500 word range. If not, the word VMS replaced by a suitable
word with the desired frequency characteristics.

The key word of each sentence, i.e., the word through
which the sentence was obtained from one of the dictionaries,
was deleted. The remaining framework became the stem for a
'clozet item on one of the two-experimental farms of the LSD,
each containing fifty items.

The experimental forms of the LSD were administered to
sixty-five' University of Hawaii freshmen in July, 1970. The
items on the experimental forms were scored in the following
way:

a) the blank was filled with the key word;
b) the blank was filled with a substitute which

matched the key word in terms of Word-class
category;,

) the blank was 'filled with a word that was
grammatiCally -acceptable, but of a different
word--class category;

d) the rblank.was filled with _a word that was not
grammatically acceptable.
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APPENDIX C (cont.)
Any item in which (c) or (d) had more than three entries,
i.e., 4.6% of sixty-five was rejected. An error rate of 5%
would Invalidate the test and make anY interpretation of the
results obtained by the LSD meaningless in terms of a pro-
ficiency test of English syntax.

The number of remaining acceptable items for each word-
class category is shown in Table C.3.

TABLE C.3

Number of Items on the LSD Accepted on the Basis of Native
Speaker Performance

Number -Number
Structures Atcepted Desired

1. Noun-Phrase Structures 27 15
a. Noun 4 3

1. Count Noun, singular 1 1
2. Count Noun, plural 2 1
3. Mass Noun 1 1
Adjectives 4 3

c. Determiners 5 3
1. Determiners 4 2
2. Pre-determiners 1 1
Relative Pronouns 6 3

e. Noun Substitutes 4 3
1. Pronouns 3 2
2. Function Nouns 1 1

2. Verb-Phrase Structures 14 15
-a. Main Verbs 6 6

1. V -0 1 1
2. V. -s 1
3. V -.ed 3 2
4. V -en 1 1
5. 'V _-ing 1 1
Auxiliaries 6 6

1. 17.-0 i 2

2. + V-ing 1 1
3. + V-en 3 2

1 1
c. Complementi 2 3

1. :-+ V-0 -- 1
2. , + to V 1 1
3. 'V-ing 1 1
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APPENDIX C (cont.)
TABLE C.3 cOntinUed)

z.

Structures
Number

.Accepted
Number

Desired.

.

3. Negative Structures 4 8

4. Interrogative Structures 11 7

a. Wh- Questions 3 3

b- Regular Questions A3 4

Lexical Items 5

-

As can be seen, the Complements,category yielded two accept-
able items instead of-the desired_ three, the Negative cate-
gory yielded four acceptable items instead of the desired
eight, and none of the five lexical items proved acceptable.
Because of the lack of testable items, the initial blueprint
of the test was revised ind reduced to forty items. The
resulting blueprint is'shown in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3 above.
For the categories Count Noun, plural, Adjectives Deter-
miners, Relative Pronouns, Pronouns, and Regular Questions
where the muMber of acceptable items exceeded the number
desired, items were chosen for exclusion in the final form
of the LSD on the basis of the least number responses by
native speakers which filled the blanks with words which
were grammatically acceptable,' but-Of a different word-class
category or with words whichwere grammatically unacceptable.
The forty acceptable items were then randOMized and the in-
structions were translated into Japanese.

The finished LSD was used as the format for the LST.
The same word-class categories and order of items was ob-
served. If for any category, there was a usable item which
did not appear on the LSD, it was used_a3 the basis for the
LST items. This process yielded Vdelve of the LST items.
For the remaining eighteen items, the ,LSD item was used and
words were substituted in the LSD-sentence frame in keeping
with the key word which was preserved. In this way, the
stems for all of the forty LST items were obtained.

The-three distractors for the muItiple-choice items on
the LST were selected on the basis-of-the-word-class cate-
-gory beingtested. If, for example, the category was one
of verbal tense, the distractors were-various tenses. If,
however, this process did not yield a sufficient number of
distractors, others were selected either from the errors
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APPENDIX C (cont.)made by the University of Hawaii freshmen on the experi-
mental edition of the_ LSD or on an arbitrary basis . No
attempt was made to seVect distractors on the basis of the
fact that Japanese students were going to take the test.

'
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APPENDIX D

OPTIONAL/OBLIGATORY DECISIONS WINE LSD SENTENCES

Three investigators were given the task of determining
whether the filler for each of the LSD sentence items was
constructionally optional or obligatory: marked (-) (op-
tional) if the different acceptable fillers would involve
different transformational histories, and (+) (obligatory)
ii the different acceptable fillers would all involve the
same transformational history. Ordered marking triplets,
(+++), (++-), etc. were thus obtained. It was immediately
noticed that the distribution of these triplets might be
random.

The probability that each investigator would mark an
item (+) was estimated by dividing the number of his (+)
markings by 40, with the resulting quotients: pi. =
p2 = .45, 1:04 = .62. (The probability of a (-) marking is.,
of course (I-pi) = qi, or .225, .55, and .38 respectively.)
The probability of any particular triplet, such as (+-+),
was calculated by multiplying the appropriate pits and
qi/s - in this case, pl, q,, and p.z: (.775) (.35) (.62)
= .264 - and the expected fiumber of items out of the forty
to be marked in this way was obtained by multiplying the
obtained probability by 40 in this case, (40) (.264)
= 10.6, the nearest round number to which is 11. In table
D.1, the number of items that are predicted by the above
calculation to have any particular triplet are listed
under e (for "expected"), and the number of actual occur-
rences of the same triplet is listed under n (for "number").

TABLE D.1

Exilected and Actual Numbers of Marking Triplets.
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9 7 .44
10 11 .10
5 8 1.80
3 2 .33
6 5 .17
3 5 1.33
2 1 .50
2 1 .50

40 40 5.17



APPENDIX D (cont.)
For. 6 degrees of freedom (df = r - 1 - g, where r is the
number of values, here 8, and g is the number of esti-
mated values that were required in the statistic, in this
case 1, estimating pi), the nearest chi-square value
above 5.17 is 5.38, which is significant at the .50 level,
indicating that the null hypothesis (that e camnot predict
n) must be rejected. (Crow, pp. 85-87)1

No matter how one of the three investigators may have
been motivated to mark obligatoriness, the other two were
motivated in ways that are only randomly related to the
first and to each other. For this reason, it was decided
that the obligatory and optional choices cauld not sensibly
be used in establishing a hierarchy, based on the Stockwell
model.

lEdwin L. Crow, Francis A. Davis, and Margaret W.
Maxfield, STATISTICS MANUAL, New York: Dover Publications,
1960, pp. 85-87.
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-APPPIPIX E.

THE ENGLISH SENTENCE§ AND THEIR JAPANESE TRANSLATIONS

(Capitalization indiCates the deleted word on the LSD and.
its Japanese equivalent(s))* '

. I do NOT believe it.
Watakushiwa sore'o shinliNAI.

2. I WAS late to school last week.
Senshuu gakkoo ni okureTA.

3. Have you any money? We haven't ANY.-
Okane ga aru ka? Watakushi wa // nai / motte inai
zenzen ja nai//.

4. Her HOUSE is at 25 South Street.
Kanojo no UCHI wa 25 South Street // desu / ni aru //-

S. He CAN'T speak English yet.
Kare wa mada eigo // o hanasENAI / wa DEKINAI //.

6. They ARE waiting.
Kare wa matte IRU.

7. Give ME a drink.
Nomimono o (ipp-i) (WATAKUSHI NI) kudasai.

8. He is READING a book.
Kare wa hon o YONDE iru.

9. She GAVE a party last night.
Kanojo wa sakuban paati o // HIRAITA / SHITA //.

10. John is an INTERESTING person.
John wa OMOSHIROI hito desu.

11. He was to come at 10:00.
Kare wa 10:00 ni Ruru // koto ni natte ITA / hazu DATTA

12. WILL you help us?
Watakushitachi o // tetsudatte KUDASAI / tasukete KUDA-
SAIMASE //.

13. Let's PAY a visit tc New York.
(a) New York e itte miyoo.
(b) New York ni kembutsu ni ikoo.
(c) New York o otozuremashoo.
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14. DOES she have any?
Kanojo .wa // ikuraka / nanika // motte iru KA?

APPENDIX E (cont.)

15. You HAVE read this book.
Anata wa kono hanashi o yonde // IRU / SHIMATTA //.

16. I worked there three full YEARS.
Watakushi wa soko de maru sanNEN hataraita.

17. CAN I go naw?
Ima itte(mo) II DESU KA?

18. School _BEGAN at 9
Kyonnen wa gakkoo

19. A child WAS loved
Kodomo wa hahaoya

last year.
wa 9 ni HAJIMATTA.

by its mother.
(a) kara kawaigaRARETA mono da.
(b) ni aisARETE ITA.

20. I've written a NEW story about it.
Watakushi wa sore ni tsuite ATARASHII hanashi o kaita.

21. She isn't here. Have you seen HER?
(Kanojo wa) inai wa. (a) ANOKO minakatta?

(b) Dokoka de [KANOJO 0] mita?
(c) [KANOJO WA] dokoka inakatta

ka?

22. A book contains much INFORMATION.
(a) Hon ni wa takusan JOOHOO ga haitte iru.
(b) Hon ni wa iroiro na KOTO ga dete iru.

23. WHEN does school close?
Gakkoo wa ITSU // owaru no deshoo ka / shimaru ka //?

24. We gave one book to EACH boy.
Otoko no ko ni (hon o) issatsu ZUTSU (hon o) ageta.

25. John HAS been sick.
John wa (a) zutto byooki DA.

(b) fusette ORAREMASU.
(c) chooshi ga warukatZA NO DA.

26. He gave me ONE of them.
Kare wa (sono naka no) HITOTSU o itadaita.

27. Is he the man WHO sells food?
Kare ga tabemono o uru hito desu ka?

28. I ASKED someone to read it to me.
(Sore o) (aru hito ni) yonde kureru yoo ni (a) TANONDA.

(b) ONEGAISHITE MITA.
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APPENDIX E (cont.)
29. The book WHICH I am reading is intefesting.

Watakushi ga yonde iru hon wa omdshiroi.

30. I SAW him coming.
(a) Kare ga kUru no o MITA.
(b) Kare ga kuru yo. MITA.

31. I wrote him-d'LONG letter.
NAGAI tegami o kaita.

32. DID you come all the way by foot?
(a) Norimono o goryoo nasarazu ni irassiTA no desu KA?
(b) Norimono ni naranaide konna tooku made kiTA no KAI?

33. There are times WHEN one must be early.
Hayaku shinakereba maranai toki ga aru.

34. HOW did it happen?
(a) DOOSHITE sonna koto ni nattanl dai?
(b) DOO shitan' dai?-

35. Six and two do NOT make ten.
(a) 6 tasu 2 wa 10 ja NAI desu.
(b) 6 ni 2 jaa // 10 nya naraN yo / 10 ni naru wake wa

NAI /1--

36. The food WAS eaten.
Sono tabemono o tabete SHIMATTA.

37 WHAT is your name?
Anatano namaeWa NAN desu ka?

38. John thought so, but I DOWT-agree.
(a) John wa soo omotta ga watakushi wa // soo omowaNAI

hartai da yo //.
(b) John no iu koto ni sansei dekiKANEMASU.

39. He had MET an important man.
(a) Kare wa erai hito ni ATTA.
(b) Aru suji no yoojin to KAIKEN shita.

40. THAT man had no feet.
ANO hito wa ashi ga nai.
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APPENDIX F

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF THE SENTENCES FOR CONTRAST

Since contrasts were performed on the basis of specific
descriptions of the sentences involved, preliminary descrip-tions cf all sentences according to the various differentanalyses were prepared, except for the Stockwell, for which
no formal definitions were available for the variables
STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY and FUNCTIONAL/SEMANTIC SIMILARITY.

The Kleinlans, Jackson, and Hashimoto descriptions dif-fered in that in KleraTiEFand Jackson, the FORM, MEANING,
and DISTRIBUTION of the filler ZEIT-VIZ-re described, and in
the Hashimoto a transformational history of the whole sen-
tence was indicated, as well as an estimate of the transla-
tability of the two sentences.

An example of each analysis is given below, on the
first English and Japanese sentences.

English:
Japanese:

I do not believe it (NOT deleted on the LSD)
Watakushi wa sore o shinjinai (NAI "equivalent"
to NOT)

Kleinjans

English
FORM: NOT; (-) bound,

AUX V, (-) inflected

DISTRIBUTION: Contrasted
forms, shifts with
auxiliary

MEANING: Negation

Jackson

FORM:
a.
b.
C.
d.

e.

English

major sentence (U)
predicate level (P)
auxiliary sector (X)
negator sub-sector
(Neg)
filler = negator
(listed lexeme class):
NOT (neg)

FORM:
Japanese
NAI; (+) bound,
V , (+) inflected

DISTRIBUTION: Can be
predicate

MEANING: Negation, tense

FORM:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Japanese

major sentence (U)
dooshibu level (D)
verbal sector (V)
no sub-sector
filler = adjectivex (a-x)
of the dooshi (nonlisted
lexeme class), shinji +
negative adjective (listed
lexeme class) NA-i.



DISTRIBUTION:
Shiftable to prepospd
auxiliary sector (X)
with the carrier sub-
stitute before Subject
sector (S) with change
to question.

MEANING:
Modification (unilateral
dependence on auxiliary;
negative status.

Hashimoto

NP AUX Vt NP

APPENDIX F (cont.)
DISTRIBUTION:

Nonshif table.

Tneg: NPtenseVP
NPtense+natVP

MEANING:
Predication (mutual depen-
dence on shugobu); negative,
non-past indicative status.

NP ga NP

Tneg: XVPZ -
XVP+nak-lY

77A
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APPENDIX G

TABLE OF X-VALUES (PREDICTIONS OF LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY)

The predictions of level of difficulty for each item on
the LSD were given numerical values as follows:

Kleinjans:
Jackson:

Hashimoto:

Stockwell:

Level A: 1, Level B: 2, Level C: 3, Level D: 4.
Level A: 1, Level Bi: 2, Level B2: 3, Level B3:
4, Level Cl: 5, Level C2: 6, Level C3: 7,
Level D: 8.
The same values as the numerical value of the
hierarchy as determined by each investigator
(see section 5.2).
The same values as the numerical value of the
hierarchy.

In Table G.1, the column headed Item No. refers to the number
of the LSD item. Under each of the analyses, the columns
headed 1, 2, 3, 4, represent the predictions made by the
different investigators, and the column 5(H) represents
the predictions attributed to Hashimoto (see section 5.2).
The columns headed a represent the "average" predictions,
or the prediction oUtained when two or more of the investi-
gators agreed on a level of difficulty (note that there is
no a column for the Hashimoto analysis).

TABLE G.1

Predictions of Level of Difficulty

Item Kleinjans Jackson Hashimoto Stockwell
No. 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 4 5(H) 1 2 3 a

1 3 3 3 3 8 8 8 8 3 4 7 3 1 4 4 1 4
2 3 3 2 3 7 7 7 7 3 2 4 4 1 4 5 4 4
3 4 4 4 4 6 4 1 4 2 7 2 1 5 2 5 5
4 1 2 2 2 1 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 1 1 - 1
5 3 3 2 3 8 8 8 8 3 4 7 4 3 5 4 1 -
6 1211 7 7 5 7 1 1 3 2 0 1 1 2 1
7 2 3 3 3 6 6 1 6 3 3 7 3 - 4 1 - -
8 1 2 2 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 1 1 1
9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 1

10 1 2 2 2 6 - 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 1
11 4 4 2 4 8 8 8 8 3 1 7 4 2 3 4 - -
12 2 3 2 2 8 8 8 8 3 4 7 3 3 4 5
13 3 4 3 3 1 4 6 5 3 7 5 5 4 - -
14 3 3 2 3 7 8 7 7 3 3 5 4 3 5 5 1 5
15 3 4 2 - 7 7 5 7 3 3 7 4 2 5 4
16 2 3 3 3 4 4 6 4 2 1 7 3 - 1 4 1 1
17 4 4 3 4 8 8 8 8 3 4 7 4 3 4 4 2 4



APPENDIX G (cont.)
TABLE G.1 (continued)

Item 1C1einjans Jackson' Hashimoto: stocKwell
4

No. 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 a 1 2 3 4 5(H) 1 2 3 a

18 t 1 2 1 1 :6 4 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

19 3 4 3 3 8888 1 3 6 2 1 4 4 4 4

20
i

1 2 1 1 6 4 1 - 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 1

21 2. 3 2 2 7 8 5 S 3 4 6 - 4 1 - .-

22 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 6 4 - 4 4 4 4

23
/

1. 2 2. 2 3 8 7 - 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 1

24 1 4 3 3 3 8.47 3 3 S. 4 - 23 1.
2S I 3 4 3 3 - - - 3 3 8 4 1 S S 5

2 6 1 2 3 1 6 4 1 - .S 3 6 4 3 1 1 - 1

27 .1 2' 3 3 3' 4 4' 6 4 S 3 4 -4 2 S S - S

28 I 2 2 1 2 1 - 1 1 3 4 4 4 2 4 1 4 4

29 j 2 3 3 3 2 4 6 - S 3 6 4 2 S 5 1 S

30 2 -2 1 2 1 - 3 4 5 4 ' 3' 4 1 4 4

31 . 1 2 1 r '6 4 1 - 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 4 4

32 2 3 2 2. -8 8 8 8 3 3 7 4 3 _S S 4' 5

33 4 2 3 3 ..3 .4 4 6- 4 S 3 7 4 2 S 5 4 S

34 1 2 1' 1 3 5 5 - 0 0 7 1 0 1 4 4 4

35 3 3 2 4 3 8 3 3 S:- 4 1 4 hi- 4.''- 4

-36, i 4 3 2
..3.

- 7 8 S - 6 4 8 4 1 4 4 4 4

37 2 4. 1 - 4 4 4 ' 4 2 3 & 3 0 1 1 4 1

38 2 4 2 2 4 8 8 8 3 3 5 4 0 S 4 4 '4

39 . 3 3 2 3 1 - 6 - 3 3 7 4 1 4 4 4 4

40 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 ..1 0 1 8 1 0 1 1 4 1
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APPENDIX H

TABLE OF e-VALUES (GROSS PREDICTIONS OF DIFFICULTY)

Table H.1 is derived directly from Table G.1 (Appendix
G), the Table of predictions of level of difficulty. The
lowest level of difficulty predicted by each investigator
under each analysis is considered a prediction of "no dif-
ficulty", such that e = 0. Otherwise, difficulty is pre-
dicted, and e = 1.

TABLE H.1

e-values (predictions of gross difficulty)

No. , 1
.c......,,L, .4,.vg...&ww.A.A.

1 2 3 a 1 2 3 a 2 3 4 5(H) 1-2 3 a

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 -

6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 0 - -

8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

10 0 0 1 1 1 - 0 - 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1_1_7, -
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - -
13 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 -
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
15 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - -

16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 1 0 0
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
21 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 0 -
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1
23 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
24 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 - 1 1 1 1 - .I. 1 0 -
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1
26 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
27 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1
28 1 0 0 1 0 - 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
50 1 0 0 1 - 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
51 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 - 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
52 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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APPENDIX H (cont.)
TABLE H.1 (continued)

Item K.I.einaans 1 aacKsom. niab4kaincr Lu QI.A.M.A.WG11
1 2 3 aNo. 1 .f 31-. -a I 1 2. 3 ,a 1 2 3 7 3 r i; - 04 7

:

33 1 1 1.

34 0 0 0
35 1 .1 _1
36 1 1 1
37 1 1 1 0
38 j 1 1 1
39 1 1 1
40 0 0 1

. 1
0
1
-

1
1
1

1 1 1.1. - 1.
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 10 - 1
0 0 0

1 .

-
1
1
-
0

_ .

_ ..1 1 1 1 .0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0

1 .

.0
1
1

0
0

1
0

1 1 1
. 0 1 1
1 1 1

,1 3.1
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 1

1
1
1
.1

1
0
1
1
0
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